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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this prOject was to assist in'the

implementation of PL 94-142 by up-grading the quality

of psychological'services provided to visually impaired

.students,,particularly in the.area of assessment. To

achieve this end in-service training was provided to

school psychologists through 18 regional workshops on

assessment of visually handicapped students. , Originally

each workshop was scheduled to accommodate 15 partici-

pants for a total of 2701psychalogists t o be trained by

the end'of the project. Due to the high demand'or the

training, this was expanded so tha't 445 psychologists

had attended the workshops,by the end of the project.

The'project covered the entire United Stat eacii

workshop covering a limited region of a few steAtes. By

the end of the project all but two statesj Montana and

Vermont, had participated in the workshop prograM. The

cooperation of the state departments of education was

sought through the inVolvement of the state educational

consultants for the visually handicapped so as to maximize

the impact of the project,.

Two' publications were developed as part of the

project: '

1) a Model for a Workshop on Assessment of-Blind
and Visually Impaired Students and a companion
Literature Kit



.,

2) a National Network of School Psychologists with
Knowledge of Blind And Visually Impaired
Children and Youth

These publications are'now available from the American

Foundation for the Blind.

sr,1,0-...0 44.
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INTRODUCTION

The Education of All)iandicapped Children Act of

1975, PL 94-142, states that every child has a right

to education. To insure this right, PL.94-142 gives

the LoCal Education Agency (LEA) the responsibility for

proViding the most appropriat.educatibnal serkiices to

all handicapped Children within its area. The legis-

lation requires that every handicapped child have an

,andividualized Education Plan (IEP). This plan Must be

based on an accurate and thorough assessment of the

present level of the child's mental, physical and social

functioning. It includes fong term goals for the child,

short term learning objectives, the special services he

or she will need,, and a'recommendation about how fully

he/she Can participate in the regular school program.

The School Psychologist

The role of the psychologist in this process is

crucial. -Appropriate assessment is a prerequisite to

teaching in order to facilitate learning, capitalizing

on the speciAc strengths,and correcting specific

deficits of each particular child. In the case of

sensory impairment, such as a visual handicap, it is also

imperative that assessment procedures be appropriate

to the child's condition. If the child is tested in a

7 4/**
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manner which penalizes his loss of vision, the requirements

of non-discriminatory.testing cannOt be met. This makea it

necessary for the school psychologist to haVe an adequate

knowledge of instruments and techniqueswhich can be used

with children who have various degrees and types of visual

impairment and of the effects of visual loss on various

4,spects of development.

The Population

StAistics on prevalence of blindness and visual im-

pairment are notoriously inadeqUate. However, the follow-

ing data suggest the nature and extent of the problem.

The American Printing House for the Blind (A.P.H.) is

the,source of most braille and large print books for public

and private schools. Currently A.P.,H. reports that there-
,

are approximately 30,000 legally blind children in corn-

, munity and residential schools.

The Bureau of Education for the Handicapped reported

that in the school year 1977-1978, 44,608 children receiva'

special services related to visual impairment tinder PL 89-

313 and PL 94-142.

There ia a general,belief in -the field of education of

the visually handicapped that about 50% of visually impaired

children have additional handicaps. Janet Klineman (1975)*

* Klineman, Janet "Hidden Abilities DisCovered Among Multiply
Handicapped Blind Children" Education of the Visually Handi-.

capped 1975, 7, 90-96.

8 , '1,1, 9,01'4



cites the following reasons why an increasing proportion

of visually handicapped children present additional im-

pairments:

"--prenatal causes of blindness, many of which
not only affect'the eye but also cause addition-
al abnormalities, have increased, while other
causes such as infectious diseases and accidents
many of which affect.only the eyes--have decreased
---; due to advancements in medicine, many more high,
risk babies are surviving; often they haVe multiple

disabilities. Lowenfeld (1971), predicted that for
many years to come, ,comparatively large numbers of
multiply handicapped blind children will need
educational faCilities and psychological services
geared to their special needs".

The magnitude of the problems presented by these

children, who require intensive and .highly specialized services,

is compounded by:,the fact that they are a geographically

scattered population. Furthermore, they must remain so

scattered if the goals .of Maintaining them in their homes

whenever feasible and in the least restrictive environment

possible are to be met.

At the other extreme there is a population of children

with visual problems which affect their learning but whose

difficulties may not have been-identified as visualjmpair-

ment. It is important for the school psychologist to be aware

of this source of ,learning problems and of remedial measures

whi:ch can assist the child in coping with them. It is estim-

ated by B.E.H. that one school age child per thousand has a

visual impairment of sufficient magnitude to require special.

edu.cational services from a teacher of the Visually handicapped.



' The Need for Fthowledge
.G

The American Foundationfor the Blind hadlonq-been

aware of the need of psychologists in various settings for

information on instruments and techniques for evaluating

visually handicapped persons. It had endeavored to meet

this need by answering personal requests by mail and

telephone, by compilation of bibli6graphies and through

publications, meetings and workshops.

In 1974, in response to a mounting, demand in this area

Dr- Susan J. Spunain, then Education Specialist of AFB, organ-

ized thd first three workshops for 'school psychologists on

assessment of the visually handicapped, In the sarp year

a committee was set up on providing thp nee

through publications. Dr. Scholr.and Mr. Sc

at work on their manual Measures of Ps

and Educational Functioning i

cholo

'the Blind and

capped to be published by APB. A special is

ed information

lnur were already

ical Vocational

ue of the New

Outlook on "Assessment and the Bp.nd"'was planned with Z.S.

Jastrzembska as guest editor and a companion issue of Educa-

tion of the Visually Handicapped was undertaken by the Atsoci-

ation for the Education of the Visdally Handicapped. The two

journal issues appeared in October 1975.and the Scholl and

Schnur manual in 1976. Also in 1976 two more workshops for

school psychollgists were organized by Dr. Spungin.



By 1976, however, due to PL 94,-142, the search for,

information had been joined by the.staffs of Local Education

Agencies. Durin e following two years AFB was flooded

with inckli es. It has taken a nuMber of measures to

answer these, both individuallY and through-the produCtion

of publications and other materials for gdperal distribution.

Among these "Good Start" the Multimedia Package on Visual

Handicap for Preservice and Inservice Traini in Local

Education Agencies, provides basic information for public

school personnel'and parents of the visually handicapped

child in the regular school enVirOnment. pne of the coM-

ponents of this package deals specifically with the role

of the s'clool psychologist. In addition the EdUcation

Specialist travelled all over the United States to conduct

preservice and inservice training sessions. Even so,the

had to f ..cm down twice as many requests to conduct these

aS S/12 was able to accept.

It was evident that there waa a lack of trained personnel 0
and of training staff and facilities to meet the demands

being vane on the schoOl system It should be noted also

that many of the measures listed above were designed to

meet the more global needs of persOnnel who were dealing

with visually handicapped children functioning more or

less at the level of the unimpaired public school student.

A more intensive and direct approach was needed to train
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those who were to meet the needs of the more severely

impaired visually handicapped child - whether,this im-

pairment was dueN.o a lack of appropriate early inter-

vention in- the past or to a multiplicity of impairing

condition8 in addition to the visual handicap. With

adequate services the condition of many of the,sachi1'dr641

'could be improved to the point where they could function,

in A regular school environment, while others could be

helped toattain thaj.r maximum potential and function in

a_far less restrictive, environment than was currently the

case. In.view Of the major role of the chool psycholo-

gis in the planning of su ional .servioes it was-

cruci.al that his coMpete cies be appropriate to the task:

This was unlikely in mos cases since the public school

/
population had not incl ed sruch children in the past.

Thor was, therefore,
4

urgent need for
Nf

traiiper, in'this

area.

The Region 1 jItIELlil

In.view Of the mandate of PL 4-142 and AFB's past

commitment to meeting the needs of psy sologists for in-

. \(-
formation and _training- in the assesSment of lind and

visually handicapped.children,,)AFB submitted a grant 'request
a

in 1978 to the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped_ This

grant was -subsequently fumded as ZSpecial Project and im-

plemented for the perid from June 1979 to May 1982. This

z
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7koject Of Regional WOrkshops,fgr School Psychologists on

-', Assessment of Visually Handicapped Students proposed to

/ train 270 school pSychologists4hrough 18 wOrksh4s to be'

teld in various locationS' sp as, to cover the ent_ire United

States0. The demand for this training has been so great that
,1

despite the fact that 445 psychologists actually attended the

Idbrkshops about 300 more applicants did not; nainlv due to

lack of space. Those who did,attend the workshops were selected

with a regard to,providing the best possible 7eographit coVer-

age and to their ability to serve as resource perSonS in their.

-areas;

As part of"the. project ane based on the experience of

the Regional Workshops; .a Model: for a'Workshop on Assessment

of Blind and. Visually Impaired Students has;been developed

and*ade available as a free publication0y A;F.B, A lis

of the participants' of the. Ru4onal Workshops and of the

eailier.workshops sponsored by. A!.F.B. has been coMpiled into

a "National Network of-School Psychologist& with Knowledge of

,

BliridandVisually Impaired Children and Youth". This list also

is now available from the' American Fouridation for the Blind...

Goals of the Project,

'The objektive of the project was to Assist in theimple-

mentation of PL 94-142 with respect to visually handicapped

childreri through an,improvement in psychological sp.rvices

available to,them ulithin the' public school system. This was



to be,aCcomplished through inservice training of selected

school, psychologists on assessment of visually'handicapped

students. ,

The workshop forma't was chosen because the small group,

face to face, situation is particularly, appropriate to the

transmi.ssion of the complex clinical skills involved'in this

task. IAlso provided an opportunity for the participants to

sh'are their probleMS and experiences wiereach other end the

work-shop leader, a pber with long experience and extensive

baókground knowledge in this area.

Therworshop program was of necessity limited kr-r scope

and time: lp workshop8 of 154participants each to be held

over a peribd of three years. Consequently, its specific

features'Were designed to extend its impact beyond thethe

limitations.

Participants were selected with the understanding that

they would serve as resource persons in, their.area following

the workshop. At the workshops extensive literature and

reference Material was provided to the participants, which

.they were authorized to reproduce,for dissemination -to

colleagues or at any worksholle or presentaticins they might

giVe at a later date.

The regional nature of the'program was intended to pro-

vide a nation wide distribution of workshop graduates corres-:

ponding to the scattered geographic distribution of the child-

ren to be served'. It also provided contact among school

psychologists within each area sharing a common professional



involvement with visually handicapped children. 'This fac-

ilitated subsequent cooperation in poolina resources and

continuing activities at'.the local level.

The cooperation of state educational consultants for

the visually,handicapped was soUaht in the recruitment and

selection o.f participants and in planning future spin-off

at the local,ievel. Many, of them attended the workshops

covering their states and all were provided lists of all

the applicants frOmtheir own state. They were given the

4
names of both those whorattended the workshoPs 1Rd those

who di&not, as.the latter represented potential candidates

for training at-the local levpl.

A list,Of the Psychologists who attended the workshops

held under this pro] ct and the earlier ones sponsored by the

,

Foundation has been compiled ,state by state. It is now

available from the Foundation under the title National Net-
t ,

work of School Psychologists with Knowledge of Blind and

Visually Impaired Children and Youth. ThiS will enhance the'

utilization of the workshOp graduates as resource persons

both locally and nationally. /s.t present one of the.workshop

leaders, Dr. Joan B. 'Chase, is engagtd in. creating a psycho--
N.

logists' workshop within the Association for Education of

the Visually Handicapped and is using the Network list in

recruiting members for this interest group.

The project was intended primarily as inservice train-



ing for school psychologists in the public school system.

However, in a number of cases, faculty members from Depart-

ments of School Psychology at-various universities expressed
4.

interest in the workshops and attended them as observers

should result in some preservide training on assess-

ment'of the visually handicapped being provided to students

pf school psychology at the universities involved.

The,project also provided for the development of a

Model for a Workshop on Assessment of Blind and Visually

Impaired Students. This publication consists of a text and

a kit of materials selected from those originally Provided

to the workshop participants. The purpose of the Worksilop

14odel is to provide a permanent record of the experience

acquired through the program and make it available for future

use. It is a resource for persons With the prerequisite

expertise in work with blind and visually handicapped children

to be used in organizing their own presentations.

Thus the projeCt has aimed at promoting better psychd-

logical 'services for'visually handicapped students thr9Lgh

inservice training of school psychologists. It has al

Aeated lines of communication, contacts and publications

-designed to perpetuate and broaden the efTects of the,project
1

'beyond the span of the three year'91training program. The

discussion' which follows will describe in greater detail'the

activities undertaken to accomplish the objectives of this ,

proj ect.

16



PLANNING

Preliminary Survey

The Foundation had sponsored five previous workshops

for school Psychologists working with blind and visually

handicapped children in 1974 and 1976. The workshops were

attended by over eighty psychologists and several State

Vision Consultants.

A follow up of the graduates of these workshops was

carried out. Letters and questionnaires were sent out to

elicit their opinions on the proposed contents of ,the reg-

ional workshops, and on the problems of spin-off at the .

local level. Information was sought as to wHat conditions

.may have encouraged such,spin-off in some states but not

in others.

At the same time state educational consultants for the

visually handicapped were also contacted to alert them to

the project and enlist their cooperation. The questionnaire

uthed in the survey of former workshop paiticipants was included

in this mailing. Thus the views of educatOrs as well as_.

psychologists were obtained on proposed worleshop content.

The mailing was done in June, 1979, the first month of

the project. This was not a good time to reach school per-,

sonnel and was probably responsible for a rather loW rate

of response. Usable questionnaires were returned,by ,25 out

of 83 psychologists and 24 out 'of 61 state vision consultants.

Responses to the questionnaires are summarized in Table I.

-13-
17



TABLE I

EVALUATION OF PROPOSED WOR)(SHOP CONTENTS

Responses of School Psychologists: N 25

Respon es of State Vision Consultants (figures in brackets): N 24

,

Content COmponents Crucial Important Marginal
Not relevant t:Problem
psychologist's

,role

not related
to visual impair-
ment

Overview of Iroairrent
.

Types of vision loss and effects on
percef,tiOn snd learninn lf (18) 14 (6) 1

Differences. related to age at onset

[

1

7 (9) 15 (11) 2 (4) 1

1
Additional handicaps:hearing, CP,MR etc 11 (15) 10 (9) 5

Potential .iroblemi related to vision ,
less and their relation to:

,

Reactions pf parents, siblings, peers
etc. to,subject's visual impairment . ' 5 (10) 16 (9) -5 (5)

. , . ,.,

ExperientiA deparivation , 7 (10) 14 (12) t
,

Social isolation , 6 (5) 16 (12) 4 (3)

,

.

Assessment - Are'as of Evaluation

Assessment of visual functioning
,

15 (12)

..

8 (7) 2 (2) 1 (2)

Auditory perception 10 (6) 11 (13) 5 (4) 1

Motor skills 9 (3) 10 (16) 7 (3) , 2

Tactual perception . 10 (8) 10 (14) 6 (1) / ' 1

,

Cognitive functioning 13-(15) 7 (8) 1 (1)
4 N

.Lanuguage and communication 15 (7) 9 (12) 2 (3) 1

1 1

SJcial,maturit-I 9 (7) 15 (13) 2 (4)

and emotional problems 11 (9) 11 (13) 4 (2),Personality

,
,

1Interests and aptitudes 5 (4) 17 (15) 4 (5)

1

, Vocational orienm.ion 6 (4) 15 (15) 4 (3) 1 (2)

Assessment Instrurents and
Techni7Oues

Usn of standard instr4ments, ', 13 (15) 11 (8) 1 (1)

Adaptions of utandard 1.struments 22 (20) 4 (4)

,

Tests developed for use with blind
,

and v.a. 15 (21) 10 (3) 1

Informal aSsesoment -observstion, etc. 12 (18) 13 (6) 1

One of data fr,A!:: family history,
medical reports, etc. 1 (5) 19 (16) 3 (3) . 2

Development of I.E.P.

Translation of assessment into termo
relevant io educational strategies 12 (14) 11

,

(8) 1 (2) 1

Cooperation of I.E.P. team in
.

devu1oor.9 I.E.P.
- 7 (10) 9 (11) 7 (2) 2

....

Communication and rapOrt 3 (7) 15 (13) 5 (3) 3 (1)
with teacners

-:
with parents or guardians

3 (7) 18 (14) 2 (2y 3 (1)

with the student
11 (11) 11 (11) 1 (1)

Consumer rights 3 W 5 (5)" .11.16). 0)

Out.side Pesnurcen
,

Ose of rehab agencies, other
institutions serving the blind and

'community,services for the benefit
of V.11. students 2 (7) 17 (10) 5 (6) 2-(1)

Awareness of career opportunities 3 (4) 13 (12) 8 (6) 2 (2)

Familarity with college-bound
, programs

t
1 (7) 8 (9) 15 (8) 2 (4)

18



There is no fundamental/difference between the two groups.

Difference§ of opinion are equallyi wide within each group:

Out of,the 30 questions the majority of responses in both

groups coincided in 21. There was a difference in the

majority responses in only 6 questions. In the remaining

3 questions an equally high,number of persons ln one of the

groups gave two different responses so no majority response

' could be identified.

The high degree of agreement between the two groups,'

when the responses are summated is Particularly interesting

in view of quite a wide variation between individual members

of each group. 'A possible interpretation of these results

might be that as a group the respondents are dealing with the

same population of visually handicapped children and are

operating from the same fund of knowledge about,their need$,

characteristics and problems as students. Hence the simil-

arities in the responses of the two groups as a whole. Hew-

ever,, there are wide variations in the'role of the school

psychologist in different states. Many of the considerable

variation among individual responses among both-the psychol-

ogists and the State Vision Consultants are probably due to

those differences in how the role of the school psychologist

is defined in the particular context in which the respondent

is functioning. The summary of the responses to the question-

naire and a compilation of comments made by the responden



was provided to the workshop leaders, to the 'CiDnSultants on

evaluation and the National Advisory Committee. This

material was.used in the development of the contents of.the

workshops and of the questionnaires used in thkevaluation

of the project.

Extending the impact Of the workshops through contin-
.

uing activity at the local leyel was the other problem the

survey attempted to investigate. The response on this iSsue

was disappointing. Only two psychologists responded des-

cribing their own activities following the Workshop they

attended and of.fering their cooperationz They did not,

.however, make any comments Or suggestions of an organiza-'

tional nature as to the wAys and means4pf achieving th9

desired results. Although the Survey did not produce any

positive° guidelines dri this issue it underscored a funda-

ental problem to bc overcome if the goals'of the prbject

were to be achieved. Psychologists were notadministrato.'s

and could not,be expected to becoMe involved in adminis-

trative problems. They were oriented towards iMproving their

own skills and performing their tasks more adequately. They

would be willing to conduct local workshops and share their

expertise with colleagues. However, they could not be expected

to proVide the organizational framework for subh Activities.

Cooperation with State Vision Consultants.and other features

of the project were already directed to that end. However the

-16- ( ,
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prominence of these. concerns was heightened by the survey.

National,lAidVisory.Committee

The National Advisbry Committee was comprised of Mary

t/ 'aUMan: Nevil Interagency Referral Service, Saul FreedMan.
'

D., Center for Independent Living, W. Buck Schrotberger,

Colorado Instructional Materials Center for'the Visually

Handicapped, Rosanne K. Silberman, Ed.D., Hunter College and

Rose-Marie Swallow, Ed.D., California State Uni,versity,-Los

Angeles. The, Committee met on September 6, 1979 with the

project staff and the two workshop leaders, Joan B. Chase,

Ed.,D. and John L. Morse, Ed.D. They consulted with the staff .

and workshop'leaders regarding the workshop cpntents, selection

of participants, wbrkshop materials and the cvaluation

questionnaire.

The Committee expressed .the desire .to rt,et again at the

beginning of the second year to review the *irst year achieve-

ments and discuss plans and possible changes for the second

year workshops. .The meeting was held in Boston on June 24,

1980.



IMPLMENTATION

The Regional Workshops

"Six workshops were held during each of the three years

of the project, giving a total of 18 for the entire program.

In every annual series one workshop was held in each of the

six regions served by the 'Regional Consultants of the

American Foundation for the Bllnd. Over the three years of

,the project at leaft one workshop was held in each of the

ten Federal regions. The workshops were held on three

consecutive days and accommodated15 funded particpants and some

additional trainees admitted as observers. Two workshop

leaders, D . Joan B. Chase and Dr. John L. Morse led three
' t

workshops each every year. Both were highly qualified

psychologists with extensive experiece in working with

visually handicapped children.

Regional Coverage and Location

, In addition to providing intensilie training to a selected

group of school psychologists, it was a goal of the project

to have a more extensive impact on services to the visually

handicapped within the public school system through con-4

tinued activites at the local level. It was,felt that this

would develop more readilyif the area covered by each work-

shop were restricted to a few states within each region, and

the par(ticipants and State Vision Consultants from each state

(1f 22'



were drawn ,together at one single workshop.

With this in mind a few states were selected to

compriSe the area to be covered, by _each workshop. The chart

on p.20 indicates the resulting distribution.
-

A number of ractors were'taken into consideration

in selecting the states to be included at specific workshops

and some difficulties were encountered. Contiguity and

accessibility i.e., geographic'factors,'were one ,criterion.

.Another Iflas populatiOn. The states covered in each work-

shop were grouped as far as possible in such a way as to

, avoid a drastic inbalante in the size of populations being'

served by the school systems involved. TNational Society ,

for the Prevention of Blindness has compiled state by state

figures on children with vision problems for 1976. These

figures were used as a very rough guide suggesting not the

actuai'numbers of the population, at issue for the purposes

of this project, but rather their likely proportions from

state to state. In addition to these geographic and demo-

graphic .censiderations, the selection of states was also

guided by information from'the American Foundation for the

Blind Regional Consultantson what may be termed regional

cultural factors. This involved compatibility on the one

hand and on,the other the Suggestion that Some states with

rather poor services might profit by beinxposed to inter-

action with participants from a state that had very highly

-19-
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DISTRIBUTIONCHART ,e

Workshop Locations,-States Covered and NumbePs of Trainees

(Bracketed figures are in thcrusahds, rounded off to the nearest thousand, and are taken from NSPB, Children With

Vision Problems, 1976 The assumption was that the population of concern to the prpgram was in rough proportion

to the NSPB :Sigures so thatthey.could be used as a guide in seeking tO, balance population size covered by each

workshop.)

YEAR I '

_

- 1

_

YEAR II YEAR III ,

.

'

H

H0

2 Boston *School

Nov.7-9,1791 Psych.
Tr inees

Massachusetts (340) Jl0
Connecticut (An, 6

Rhode Island ( 51), 4

,

,

Total
Nos.
Trained
.11

, 6

4

21

12 Manchester , -*School )

Apr.7-9,'81 '
Psydh.

,

. Trainees
Vermont (28) O
Maine (66), 2

New Hampshire (48) 9

New York 1,019) t8

.Downstate N.Y.
overflow to Newark meeting .

Total
Nos.

Trained
0 .

2

10

I

,

16 Newark *School
Dec,7-9,'81 Psych.

_Trainees
New Jersey (436) 15

(New York ( ) 10

Total
NOs.

Trained
15

i"(?) 25

(578) 20

H
H
6H
o
41,

c4

5 Pittsburgh
Mar%4-6,'80

Pennsylvania (673) 18

West Virginia (103) 10

'18
10

2-8

.

7 Washington
Oct.1-3,'80

D.C. -:(37)- 3
Marylauu .(2"' 11 ...

Delawgre (37) 3

Virginia (296) 7
.

.
(R-T.) F6

-, -

, 3

11

5

-2i.

18 Louisville
May 12-14,'62

Kentucky (189) 13

Ohio (638) 12

, 78-27-T 25

.

13
12

25(T) 28

H
8
t-i

rczi

6 Chicago
Mar;18-20,'80 .

Indiana (329) 10

Michigan (568) 12

Illinois _._(665) 13

10

12
19

Vi .-

,

-

8 St.Louis
.

Nov.5-7,'80

Missouri (271) 2

Iowa . (189) 13

Arkansas (118) 3
(Illinois -7( - ) 2.

2

13

3a
37

15 St.pagl
Nov.16-18;'61

Minnesota (243) 16

Wisconsin (285 10

16
10

g-
(528 R.

Downaiate Illinois overflow
to St.Louis Mleeting -

(?) 24

*This number represents only those trained who were working as school psychologists in public schools serving

visually handdcapped children.

(Continued next page) _ 25



DISTRIBUTION CHART

(cOritinued)"-

3 Atlanta
Dec.11-13,179

Gedi-gia

South Carolina

Mississippi

*School Total
Psych. Nos.
Trainees Trained

(289) 8' 9 '

(168) 7 7

(143) 1 3

(600) 18 19

9 Tallahabsee *School
Dec.9-11,'80 Psych.

Traidees
Florida (421) 15

Louisiana (251) 5

Puerto Rico(196) .1

Virgin Is. ( 8) 0

(99)4) 21

Nos.,

5rained
15

5

1

0

21

13 Nashville *SChool Total

Oct.5-7,'81 Psych. Nos.

Trainees.`Trained
Tennessee (229) 19 19

North Caro1ina(307) 5 5

Alabama (202) 5

(738) 29 29

1 Denver
Oct.23725,'79

Colorado
Kansas
NeW Mexico

i.

9 ."

,21 21

11 Dallas
Feb.2-4,'81

Texas
Oklahoma

(732)
(150)

.(882)

17 CheYenna.

Apr.19-21;482

23 423/ Wyoming q23)
7 .. Montana (44)

30 30 Nbrth Dakota (35)

South Dakota (41)

Nebraska (8P)

,4 Monterey. -10 Tucson
Jan\28-30,'81.

Hawaii "( 53)

(

California ' ,_(1204) 22

(?)

Guam

Arizona
Nevada
(California

Sou6Tern California oVerflow
to Tucson Meting ,

14 Seat'tle,

Nolt,11,13,-'81

Washp40.0157 (205)

Alaska A ,(22)

Idaho ( 51)
Utah (

Oregon (1a5),

A
*This number,represents only those trained Who

visually handicapped children,
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were working as school psychologists in pulftio schools serving
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developed services for the visually handicapped.

Three problem areas were encountered: California

and New York with their extremely large populations and

the combination of 'states, Illinois, Indiana and Michigan,

.
that geographically belonged at the Chicago workshop but

again presented a disproportionately large population.

This.problem was,resolved by accommodating some participants

from each of these areas at a subsequdnt workshop not far

removed from their geograp ic area. In the distribution

chart these are listed as "overflow from . ."

The Distribution Chart also shows the number of trainees

from each state. This will be discussed further in the

section on selection pf participants.

Recruitment

Three main avenues of recruitment were used. Member-.

shiP!lists were Purchased from Division 16'(School Psychology)

of t/he American Psychological Association and from the National

Association of School,PsycholOgists for the states covered

during each yea4 of the Project. Retharkably little overlap

a

was found between the two; Letters were also 'sent to the

appropriate state educational consultants for the visually

handicapped requesting their cooperation in recruitment and

selection of workshop participants and inviting them to attend

the workshop in their region. They were asked to submit'lists .

of educational units or individuals to whom announcements of

the workshopS sliould be sent. Flyers announcing the workshops
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were.sent out on thethasis of these three sources of

potential applicants.,I Some applications were also

received from ndividuals'who had Igecome aware of the

workshop pzgram from various publications or by word of

mouth.

Selection of Participants

The workshops were aimed at certified public school

psSrchologists (minimum academic requireftt M.A. in psycho-

logy) and phis was the basic critetion fot admission as ae

participant in most cases. HoWever/ adequate geographic

coverage was also an'aim of the project and this necessitated
,

some flexibility to fit in with local conditions in some

states. It was the assumption of this project that psycho-

logical assessment of visually handicapped students would

be done by school psychologists but this was not the case

-in every state. In some states,psychologists working in

other settings such as vocational rehabilitation, universities

or private practice were used by the local school systems.'

Under these circumstances qualified psychologists who were

,regularly used by the school system 'for assessment and other

services tb visually handicapped students were accepted whethe4

they' were actually working in the schools! or were brought in

as outside consultants. an New Mexico, educational diagnos-
.

ticians are responsible for tkle evaluation of students for

s4leducation,services and in Texas they provide assess-:.
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mcrsts jointly with school psychologists. Consequently

educational diagnosticiansfrom these two--states were

admitted to the 'workshops on a par with psychologists. These

modifications were always made in consultations with the

state educational consultants for the visually handicapped.

). The number of applications received invariably exceeded

the 15 participant positions assigned for each workshop under

the terms of4the grant. Also, applications'were received

from some psychologists who did not qualify as participants

underAthe terms of eligibility but whose partic2pation would

clearly promote the broader goals of 'the projeCt, that is

tTmprovement of psychological,services to visually handicapped

.students. Most of these were faculty members from departments

of school psychology or special education, a few Were graduate

students and some were psychologiSts in other settings dealing

with yisually handicapped children. TO increase the Aumber

of trainees at the workshops and to Accommodate some of.these

"special cased a limited number of additional persons were

admitted to the workshops as observers. Observers participated

in theworkshops on a par with the regular participant,,but

did not receive a stipend and received the kit, of materials

provided at the workshop at cost ($20.00) as only 15 kits were

covered by the project funds'for each workshOp.'
-

-The final selection of participants) was made in cOnsult-

.ation with the state educational consultants for the visually



handicapped whenever possible. ntn the vast majorit,Y(of

states the consultants took a very active role in the

selection of participant , in some cases submitting their own

slate of participants chose r their key positions and

ability, %2, serve as resource'persons rid provide in-service

training to other peronnel. Their wi hes were adhered to as

much as space at the workshops allowe

As far as the 15 participant po itions were concerned

space was allotted in proportion to the relative population

distribution among the states assigned to A given workshop.

The only exceptions occurred if fewer applications were

received from a given state than the number of participant, ,

positions allotted to it: Observer pdsitions were generally

allotted,on a first-come, first-served basis.

Attendance
A

; A total of 445 psychologizts and aducational' diagnosticians

attended the workshops. A dew other professionals such as

teachers; counselors and state vision Consultants also attended

as observers However, they are not,included in the Network

List nor in the numbers of trainees.

The Distribution Chart on p.2d shows the number of

trainees from each state.. It is obvious that, although a

proportional distribution was aimed ate some states were much

more heavily represented thari others. This was largely due to

the preSence of observers'. In most cases the states in-which



a'retorkshop was held had the largest participation. Out

afistate travel was frequently a problem for applicants

from other states, especially during the thirdyear of

the projectwhen local funds were mote limited. ObServ-

srs whoreceiVed noi finanC4.02:support,..from:the project,

were most AffeCted by-this. :Only tWo states, yermont

and. Montana were not represented at all. No applica'7

tions were received from Vermont. Two 'applicants from

Montana were aCcepted but did.not attend.

It might be noted that while there are some in-

balances in the distribution of trainees these are far

.snaller than the enormous differences among the states '

it the number of4pplications sent in. TheSe seemed

to reflect for the most part great differences among

states in the level of services for visually handi-

,apped students, or of psychological services for students

in general. Another factor was the degree of interest

in and support for services to the visually handicapped

at state departments of education.

WorkshOp Content
4

The workshop,content was developed primarily by

'the two workshop leaders in cooperation with each*other

and the project coordinator. Modifications were intro-

duced as the project progressed, based in part on comments

from workshop participants. During the first two yeus,

-26-
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of the project part of the last session of each work-

shop, chaired by the coordinator, as used to discuss

the workshop. The criticisms and suggestions of the

participants were extretely helpful im optimizing the .

contents and presentation.

While the. workshop leaders used materials based on

their own experience and interests the contents and

format of their workshops were essential.ly very similar.

What follows is a general description and discussion

of the contents. Emphasis and order of presentation

may have varied from ohe workshop to another. It shbuld

also be mentioned that the questionnaires
filled out by

participants were made available to the workshop leaders

prior.to each workshop.
This,gave them an idea of.the

'
needs and interests of the particular group they Would

be dealing with and prompted Some ad hoc adjustments to

meet them. Two sample agendas from the last year are

included as Appendices I and
,

The purpose of 'the workshop was to enable school

psychologists to perform their functions effectively

with blind or visually hahdicapped students. The focus

was on asseasment but other functions were covaredaalso.

These incldded translating the resultl of a4pessment into

educational terms, particularlY the I.E.P.7 counseling,

work 'with families
of blind, or visually handicapped .
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students and use of resources both within and outslide

the school system for their benefit.

. It was felt that before assessment per se could

be discussed, an understanding of variouS aspects of
,

_vision loss had to be provided. Several distinct areas

of, thi's topic were covered.

One,of these was an overview of attitudes to the

loss of vision on the part of soclety at large, parents

and various significant others, the child himself and

last but not least the psychologists themselves. The

film "What Do You Do When You See a Blind Person"? was

used at this juncture.

Another area was the various types of visual impair-

ments, their etiologies, the nature of remaining vision,

if any, concomitant impairments, prognosis and educational'

_mplications. The film "Not Without Sight" was shown

and assessment of functional vision, particularly near

vision, was discussed. During the first year, Dr. Morse

added the use of a simulation kit to the workshop activ-

ities. This enabled ,the participants to experience some

of the perceptional aspects of various kinds of vision

loss. When done in a structured fashion, with specific

tasks being assigned to the participants, it was a very

effective exercise and was used by both workshop leaders

for the remainder of the project.
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,4

The third Major area was tine effect of visual impair-

ment on development. The bulk of research, malterial avail-

,

able is on the effects of total congenital blindness. While

this along with normal child development provided a basis

for discussion, effects of different kinds and levels of

vision loss and age at onset were included as well as mul-

tiple handicaps. The areag of development covered ihcluded

cognitive development, social maturity, language development,

self-concept and body image. Factors affecting develop-
4.1

ment in addition to sensory impairment included parental

reaction, possible social iseilation and experiential

deprivation.

Finally, an overview of educational services for

the vistrally handicapped provided both a ccntext for

the role of the school piychologist and informat.:c.n on

the variety of services, teaching techniques and materials

and devices which have been developed to facilitate the .

education of visually handicapped students. The film
P

"1$3 Two Alike", dealing with mainstreaming visually

handicapped and blind students into the regular school

systemiwas shown. In addition a videotape presentation

by Dr. ,Susan Jay Spungin on education of the visually

handicapped was developed and used with the second and

third year workshops. This provided a more in-deliih

treatment of some aspects of the subject.

Assessment was the c ral issue of the workshop

and the entite second day was devoted to It, There

k,



was a 'discussion 9f general problems of assessment of

handicapped and more particularly visually handicapped

persons. include&-the advantages and disadvantages

of using standard tests and tests specifically developed

for the visually handicappped, the question of modific-

ation of-testing procedures when standard tests are .
,

used and of the probleM of the meaning of test scorls

when obtained under such modified conditions or for t

I

developed in reference to a visually,handicapped popu ,

tion only.

Review of various assessment instruments and techni-

ques was tine of the key concerns of the participants

and was qiven extensive attention. These included standard
,

tests such as the Wechsler, the Leiter, and the Bender

ar.d tests developed for use with the blind and viAally

handicapped such as the Perkins-Binet, the Blind Learning

Aptitude Test, th.1 Tactile Test of Basic COncepts (analOg

to the Boehm), the Haptic Intelligence Scale for Adult

.Blind and the Maxfield-Buchholz Social Maturity Scale.

The strengths and weaknesses of each test when...used lath

the visually handicapped was discussed as well as adapt-

ations whith could be made'for such use and their conse-

quences ,in terms.of the meaningfulness of test esults.

(14Examples of assessMent procedures with ch ren of

various' ages, types and degreesof vision loss,,levels of

functioning and with and without additiOnal h6ndicaps were



4

provided by means of videotapes. The,videotape, along

with compatible case reports, were provided by both work-

-shop leaders, who had familiarized themselves with each'

other's material so that the full set was used by both.

The use of videotapes was intended to provide the nearest

approximation to actual experience with v ually handi-

capped children. ,Initiallv this was hot very successful.

Many participants complainedabout the length of the tapes

in relation to the concepts illustrated. As a result

the tapes were edited after the first three workshops to

approximately half their original length. Also, as the

project progressed, the workshop leaders'developed a much

richer repertoire of comments to the tapes. This provided

sufficient guidance to enable the participants to perceive

the significant material'in the video sequences more fdlly.

9The participants also frequently commented that they wanted-
. ,

actual hands On experience. While this was not feasible

within the conditions of out workshops, lt,suggested that

part of the problem with the use of the videotapes waS

the entirely passive role of the participants in this kind

of presentation. To remedy this both workshop leaders .

developed referral data on four childr ..This material

was used by the participants,in small group essions to

develop assessment strategiei and recommendat ns for these

sample cases. Pi/heir/work was then reported andLdiscussed in

a joint sesstoneby all the participants and the workshop

.,?
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leadet. Thip,activity provided, an exercise in relating .

the informatidn acquired at the,workshop to specific-

cases and individual problems.

The topic of the role of the psychologists in the I.,.

development of the I.E.P. evolvea.into a group discussion.
I 4

in some workshops. Much of the material relevant to edu-

-cation was covered during the first day, and educational

recommendations we're discussed in the context of the small.'

4roup activity. As discrete topicS, this and. vocational

assessment and counseling were covered more briefly than

other components of the workshop.. The former was a theme

that rAn through much of the discussion of other topiqs'

as the educational implication., of various visual impair=

ments in the discgssiOn of vision loss, the discussion of

assessment and ifterpretation of test scores, etc. The

,latter., vocational or career:?lemning, is not Usually part

.,of the s±ool psychologist's role. However, the question

of the student's future beyond the confines of the school .

system was.discutsed, partiCularly in relation to assess-
.

ment of.Overall'functioning, independence and COunseling

of students and their families.

.1

In the session on counseling the workshop leaders

discussed work with families, including group sessions and

work with siblings of handicapped children as well as counsel-.

ing of Visually,handicapped.students themselves. Those aspects

of counseling were'discussed which were related to visual



impairments and its effects. These included the reactions

to child's'impairment: by the family and significant others

as well as by the child himself/herseif and the Poisible-

social isolation and experiential deprivatioryesulting

from-visual impairment.

The last session of each"workshop was chaired by he

, project coordinator. This had originally, been intended

as a planning sesSion at which local level spin-off from

the workshop was to be discussed with the participants, the

state vision consultants for the states covered by acifgfven

*

workshop, and the Regional Consultant of the Foundation.

While some such discussions did take place, it soon became

evident that this was not an effective venue for such plann-

ing. Often the administrators were unable to attena. ,

Furthermore, many had already formulated their own plans,

while others Were not able or commftted to developing them

at that point. During the first two years of the projeA

this session was used to discuss the workshops. domments,

criticisms and suggestions were solidited and-used in mod-

ifying suksiequent workshops. !There was also some discussion
4

of the woi p model and how this publication could best

meet the needs of potential workshop leaders. The project
,#

coordinator also reviewed the personnel and resonrePq at

the Foundation which wete likely ttbe useful to the paiti-

cipants in their work with visually handicapped students.* .

During the last year of the project the discussion of the



workshops was dropped as no tonger useful simO the project

was coming to an end. The available time was used for
4

'an additional presentation. These varied from one work-
.

shop to another and were devoted to educational and/or

vodational and llf4 planning issues; All the'speakers were

Professionals involved with the'field_of
0

blindness

various capacities and,three were themselves blind.

A social hour was provlded at the end of thdefirst

in

y,of each workshop: 'ThiS-gave-the.part.icipants an op-

portunity to:become acquainted at the, outset and to explOre

mutual interests).in a mOte informal manner, ,outside Of the

laorkshop4.Many cOMmented favorably on this arrangement.

Workshop Materials 7 l'articipants Kits

A packet of rteriaIs was provided to'the workshop.

parti,cipantS. It consisted of e:backgroundjiterature.

'and 'handouts to be used at the Workshop. The Orig4nalplan

was to mail out the background literatUr to the parti

1, c

pants prior to the,workshop: However, problems of t' e a

cost and last minute changes in attendance made this iui-

practical. Corfrequently, the particthnts received all

the materials at the workshbp. During the first year

roblem arose with the extra trainees admitted as observers.

Some shared packets with participants others recei ed the

reprints bUt hot the priced publications and some s nt in

requests following the workshops and were sent the reprints

and information on the priced publications. From the

second year of the project on, the observers were informed

that complete packets would be available at cost f$20.00J

,347
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for purchase at the workshop. This eliminated cohfusion

Without creating .extra costs which were not covered by

the budget.
.-
During the first year.og tle project the materials

provided to the participants varied somewhat from one

-workshop to the next as some items were added &ring the

course of the year and a feur ran oUt-and were not acecL

During the first year, a list of materials in their kits

)

was sent to the participants after'the workshops for

evaluation. A revised kit was assembled on the basis of

their comments.and of'a search for materials which would

cover.some,topics-more adequateXy. The list of materials

which finally emerged is provided in Appendix III.

Vorkshop, Materials - Display

During each workshop, books, tests and some teaching

aids for visually handicapped, were,on display. 'These

materials were discussed by the workshop leaders and in

Dr. Spungin's videotape presentation. Breaks during the

workshop allowed'the participants to examine the displays

appropriate to the topics under discussion%

In selecting the literature for-the participants' kits,

the criteria used were relevance to the-psychologist's role,

especially assessment, manageable length, and cost. The

display of literature included publications which were not

suitable for the participants kits but Were considered of

.0



ipterest to some or all the participants. $ome'of.these

were simply,too costly. There were also majoripublica-
,

tions of interest to:.those participants whomight be inter-'

ested'in following up the Workshop. *ith indepth'Study"of-.

visual impairment. 'Some gave a broader overview of blind-

ness in general. Others were additional material on special

topics; career education, sex education low vision, motor

development, education, etc. Finally some were included

as information on 'available resoukces.

Essentially, the display of literature was intended

to.provide an amplification on material in the partici-

pants' kits. Where the kits provided a basic minimum of

materials in concise form; the display presented additional

literature.which the participants cOuldrexamine and later

procure on theivown if they wished. ( Appendix IV).

The tests displayed at the workshops are listedinApp-.'

(andix IV also. Most were' from a collection accumulated at

the Foundation. The Ferkins:-Binet was loaned to the project
,

by Mr. Charles WoOdcock, starting with the second year. The

workshop leaders also had some materials of their'own which

they brought to 'the workshops.

_Workshop Model

The experience accumulated in developing and presenting

the workshops during the project has been compiled into a

Model for a Workshop on Assessment of Blind and Visually
(r.
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Impaired Students. Two problems were seen by the project

staff and National Advisory Committee in doing this.

The first,concerned the advisability of doing so at

all, as some felt this might encourage peisons within-

sufficient"knowledge to present such workshops and result

in a loWering of quality. To counter this the introduction
.

clearly states that 7The Model is intended as a resource for

persons-with the prerequisite expertise and experience in

work with blind and visually handicapped children who IOW

wish to use it as-an aid in organizing their own present-

ation% The same formula has been used in announcing the

availability of the Model to the graduates of the regional

workshop program.

The second problem was that th4 material shoald be,

presented in such a way that it could be used in developing-
. ,

different wo--shop fcrmats, particularly shorter workshops.

Since all the project workshops were of the same...length

such alternative formats could not be presented with the

same authority o-fLxperience. Consequently the Model des-

cribes the cdntents of the workshops as they were held,

in discrete segments, and giv,es tte rationale for their.

inclusion in such a way that portions may be omitted or

emphasis shifted in relation to the user's requireMents,

In addition, each'segment of 'the'content is followed by a

clist of,materials pertinent'to it, so that aaaptations of

content can be matched to selection of materials,
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The Model contains a description of the_workshop

contents, a chapter on the workshop materials; a complete

list of sources of the materials used a chapter by' '

Dr. Morse describing activities best suited'for the siM-

'ulation of visual conditions and a postscript presdnting

some data from pr. David W.IAlford's distertation !'KnoW-

,

ledge Needed and Possessed by School Psychologistt in

the Psychoeducational Assessment of Visually Impaired

Children AS Perceived by School'Psychologistt and Teachers

of Visually Impaired Children". Appended gre sample,

agendas and complete lists of the:materials used at the

workshops both in participants' kits and on display.

collection of reprintt and handouts was selected,
. _

.from the original participants' kit and compiled into a

Literature Kit to accompAny the Model. Users-of the

Model are authorized to reproduce any of the materials

in the Literature Kit for distribUtion at any workshop

based.on the Model, provided they do so without charge or

at the cOtt of reproduction.

NetwOrk List

A list of all the psychologists who attended the

project workshops and the five earlier workshops sponsored

by the Foundation has been compiled state by state into a

'"National Network of School Psychologists with Knowledge

of tilind and Visudlly Impaired Children and Youth". This

>)
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publidation will be available from the FoundatiOn and

will be updated periodically.

At ihe time of thelfirst Updae, a brief,guestionnaire

will pe sent out to determine the particular areas of

expertise, if any, of each psychologist,e.g., retarded,

deaf-blind, infants etc., This information will, be added

to their names on the Network lists, This should greatly

enhance its value,as a resource

Spin,off, Concurrent and Future

The goal of the project was not only to provide train-

ing to a number of school psychologists but also to achieve

a ripple effect locally bY having the workshop trainees
y

serve as resource persons and provide training to colleagues

and other professionals.

As already mentioned in the section on recruitment, the
1

selection Of workshop participants was made in most cases

in close cooperation with the state educational consultants

for the visually handicapped. The main criterion for

selection was the-ability of the applicant to fulfil these

roles based on personal ability, geographic location and ,

position within the,school system. In Texas the Director

of Sekvices foi-tEgThilsually Haiidicappediand his staff not

only cooperatedVith the project coordinator in selecting

the workshop participants but also followed up the workshop

with a practicum for the workshop graduates at the Texas

'School for the Blind

Following each workshop lists of workshop graduates
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were Sent to the state educational consultantsfand'to

any applicants who had been unable to attend to promote

the use of the trainees as,resource persons. In addition,

lists of the applicants who hadnot attended the workshop

were sent to the state educational consultant from their'

states with the suggestion that they were prite candidates"

lor local level.training.

While,the proj'ect. staff was not involved in the local

the.workshops, there are indications

that the goal-of a local level spin-off was in fact fulfilled.

Miring the first year of the project a few of the, workshop

graduates volunteered the information that they hadwdone
,

in-servipe training or made other presentations as a result

.of the workshops. This demonstrated that a question on

'the subject shotild have.been included in the post workshop.

quebtionnaire. It was therefore added for the second and

third years. As a result, it was found that over 60%.of

the respondents had in fact done in-sevice training or made

other presentations, 6r both. In addition a number of

respondents who had not done Sp, indicated that they were
1 ,

, planning such activities in the: future- Many also mentioned

thai- hFe sharing-the- materials fromL-their packets -with .

psychologists and other professionals:

Lists of workshop graduates and 'of applicants Who did

not attend were also forwarded to the FoundatiOn's Department

of Publication: They were to be included in their mailing



'r list so tt;at contacts.'established with psychologists in-
,

terested in, the visually handicapped would be maintained.

During the three years of the.project the two work-
,

'shop leaders receiVed a number of requests to present

similar workshops under the sponsorship of various school

syste As a result Dr. Chase gave two additional work-

shop one in Pennsylvania and one in West Virginia, and

tlr. Morse gave three, one in Texas and two in Maine.

The audio-visual materials and exhibits used at the project

workshops were lbaned for these additional workshops and

selected materials from the participants' kits were re-

produced by the sponsors and provided to the trainees.

This further extended the numAr of psydhologists benefit-:

ing from the projeCt.

Dr. Chase is at presentdbrganizing a special interest

group for school psychologists within the,Association for

Education of the Visually Handicapped. Announcements

inviting their participation are being sent to all the work-

shop graduates on the basis of the National Network list.

The existence of such a group will be conductive to main-

taining their interest in the, visually handicapped, main-

--taining contacts -and continuing ;to develop their professional

competence in this

The Foundation will maintain its interest in providing

training to school Psychologists. It has been decided to
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keep the collection of display materials developed for

the project for future use. These materials and the Model

for a Workshop on Assessment of Blind and Visually Impaired

StUdents and the Literature Kit will make it possible to

cooperate with interested school authorities in organizing

,training for psychologists and other,appropriate personnel.

One such project is alreadS, in the making with the assist-
.,

ance of one of the Foundation's Regional Consultant and the

National Consultant in Education, Dr. Dena-Grumanwho,Will

be in charge .of any future activities related to the protect.

'A'paper on the proiect will also be submitted, to the School

Psychology Digest, published by the National Associaticn

of School Psychologists.

Pre workshop data has been collected for all of the

18 'workshops by means of the questionnaire devised for the

evaluation of the project. Post workshop data has so far

been collected on 16 workshops. The last two were held too

close to the end of the project to allow the collecting

and processing of post workshop questionnaires. , Howeirer,

because the questionnaires represent a wealth of data on

psychologists working with-visually handiq'apped students,

Dr. Chase has-expressed the desire-to-analYze this material

more extensively (Because of this, post workshop questionnaires

will be sent to the participants of the last Vivo workshops
A

by the Foundation. The complete data on the total trainee

population will then be provided to Dr. Chase for her own

study.
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SUMMARY

The project has been eminently successful mainly

because it'met a need intensely felt by those concerned

with the education of visually handicapped.children,,both-

educatOrs and psychologists. The original aim of pr'o-
mu,

viding training to 270 school psychologists was over-.

reached as 445-actually attendedthe workshOpS. It was-

alSo very gratifying that the enthusiasm of the applicants

at the prospect of receiVing this kind of training was

generally matche&by the satisfaction of the.workshop

participants with what was ACtually provided. Many com-

mented that this had been one of the best workshops they

,had ever attended,. At the.same time, many expressed the

desire for further'training either in areas of their parti-

cular involvement or in assessment with actuail hands bn

experit:nce. The Foundation remains cogni;ant of this need for

idditional trainina as well as of thp continuing need.for the

kind.of work shop the proiect provided, as witnessed by the

several'hundKed applicants who could not be accommodated.

,Thp regional nature of the workshop project has largely

achieved its goal of providing a coMplete coverage of the

United States. Only two states, Montana and Vermont, failed

to participate and numerical represehtation of the various

,states generally approximated the population densities in-

volved.



The published material resulting from the project
4

should help'to perpetuate its effects. The Model for a

Workshop on Assessment of Blind and Visually Impaired

Students and the companion Literature Kit is a resource

;that will facilitate future training effortS. Yrhe

National Network of School Psychologists withKnowledge

of Blind and Visually rmpaired Children and Youth provides

a state by state listing of all the workshop graduates.

It will not only facilitate their utiliz.ation as resource

persons but will promote continuing contacts and involve-

ment witdpiefield of work with the blind and visually

impaired.

4,1



Evaluation of Workshbps for Schoc,/ PsycholOgists

, Prepared by. Jaclyn Packer, Research Associate and
'

Corinne Kirchner, Director of the Social ResearCh
Department

Objectives

The objective of the evaluation research was to meature

the short-term (i.e., 1-2 months .fter.trainIng) effects of.

18 training workshops for school psychologists on their com-
(

petence to work with blind/visphlly handicapped children,as

assessed by the trainees themselves. Essentially this is a

measure of self-confla4nce in carrying out the professional

roles of school psychologists. The study lplesign assumes that

competence is largely dependent on self-confidence, and that

self-confidence in turn can be increased through the features

the workshops were designed to iMpart: (a)objective knowledge

and (b) subjective commitments and experiences gained through

personal contacts with other professionals. The research'

objective, as just defined, was selected in terms of feasibility,

given the time-and .money constraints of the project.

The current report presents summary findings from a

preliminary analysis of "before-after" workshop questionnaire

data. Further analysis is underway, with plans to disseminate

findings of interest to the fields,of (a). sChool psychology

and (b) education of the visually handicapped.



I . Study Design;. CollectioR,j4aq_1½nalysis

A. Study design and ta collection.

Two questionnaires mosily cidsed-ended, were' deslgned

for self-administration, one before and the other dfter

each'workshop (except for the "control" group, as noted.

below). Background questions were asked only on the "pre-

test". Identical items tapping specific areas of self-

confidence and level of knowledge in working with visually

handicapped children,(dompaged, in some items, with other

handicapped children and with non-handicapped children),

were included on-both the pre- and post-tests in order to

measure change. After the first year, the post-test also

asked whether the trainee had Careed out certain activities

after the workshop. The questennaiges were given to all

participants but only those who completed both the pre-

and post-tests are included in or.: analysis (N=260). (Because

of time constraints the traine,ls in the 17th and 18th workshops

were not sent'post-tests, and they are, therefore, not included

in this analysis.)

A quasi-experimental design was used. In the first year,

trainees at workshops 4, 5 and 6 served'as a "control" ggoup

(N52 persons) for trainees at workshops 2 and 3 (N=44
4

f

persons) Strictly speaking, this was a "comfarison" rather

than a "control" group since random assignment was not ubed.

The "control group" geceived both versiOns of the questionnaire

before the workshop: Time 1 was sent by mail about three weeks

prior, and Time 2 was'given on-site immediately,before the work-

shop. This was intended to test for "questionnaire effect",



i.e., to determine whether responding to the questions brought

about c anges in the measures independently of the workshop

exper ence.

For the remaining ten workshops which had pre- and post-

.tests, the design was modified in an attempt to establish

"revolving controls", with a different pUrpose, i.e.,,to test
A

for the effedt of societal developments other than the work-

shops which might affect. school psynologists in the intended

wayS. The plan Was that the pre-test of 4 later workshop would

coincide with the post-test of an earlier one. In practice, as

shown in Chart 1, which depicts the chronology of workshops and

test administrations, this pyln worked out only for ajew test
1

administrations, and then only approximately pre-test ,

for workshop #10 was given at aPproximatelythd same-time as

the pbst-test for workshop #9.

All questionnaires (except the second adminisAption for

tile year 1 "controls") were distributed and returned by mail.

'

The_analy4e'comparing_the year 1 experimental,and control

groups, was presented in the Progress Repprt'-for'year 1 and is

4 summarized below. Analysis of the "revolving controls" is not

included-here; it depends/an-workshopl.ibytrWorks op dmts, currert

ly being prepared for more detailed analysis.

This report begins with an analysis of the results for all

workshops combined, and than examinee the results)ay year.

Conclusions are based bn the direction and size of changes in

-47-t
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'Chronology of Workshops and Admin

/ workshops

0 - Ore-tests
0 Dost-t6sts

00
1415

/177 /WI
0 0
17 18

4-)II tn ,

W >4 g -r-I til
a. al o o o'
4 Z- 1-3 b 4

55
Note that all tests were administered by mail, 'except for the post-test for workshops 4, 5, and 6,
which was giyen on site, before the workshop.



percentage distributions between the, pre- anal-post-tests.

Statistical tests of significance would not-be appropriate

as we are not dealing with random samples. ln the text, a

rule-oD-thumb is followed to indicate "practical signifi-
.

j

cance", such thatAifferenCes of less than 10%7are conSider7.

ed "no changei 10 19% is: a small-tomoderate changei-and

.20$ orgreater is considered)a large change.
- ,

Further analysis is underway using Workshop-by-workshop

data. These may be combined to examine any,or'all of the

following differences:by speaker; byinital scores;by

geographic region; and other specific circumstances. We

also plan to analyte pre-test ratings and pre-to-post changes

in scores according to background characteristics.

Fihdings

A. Background

1.t Experience with Handicapped Students

The number of visually handicapped etudents that partici-i

pants had worked with in the past varied widely. , At one
k

extreme, 15% had never Worked with a visually handicapped

child, while at the other extreme, 24% had worked with more

than twenty' such students. The median for the past was six,

children. An even greater number were not working with

visually handicapped child at...present (27%), although 18% .

were currently working with eleven iYr more. 1 The median for
_

the present was,ftwo children.

By compaYison , when asked about their experience with

-p*s4.ca1ly or Mentally handicapped children, only a few more

participants indicated having this experience,=(11% had no,

experience) but with a far greater number of students. More



then 25% indicated that they currently work with more than

50 of these children, (median for the present-Taago--2-5 children),

<and 24i.had worked with more than 500 in the past, (median for

the past was 101 children).

2. Grade Levels

Participante did not vary greatly accotding to the range

of grade levels with which they work. Seventy-one percent
4

,iddibated that they worked with -the full range of grades

from either pre-school or kindergarten through twelfth.grade.

Thirteen peroant worked with pre-school'or kindergarten up

to grade,7 or higher but not including twelfth grade and 'the

remaining 15% worked with various other ranges of grades.

3. Number of Psychologists and Students in the School District

Twenty-nine percent of the .participants indicated that

there are only one or twq school psyphologists in their local

school district, while at the other extreme, 16% indicated

there are more than twenty.

When asked how many students there were in the participants'

local school district, 27% indicated that there were 3500 or

less, while 21%'indicated there were more than 35,000.

4. Roles as a School Psychologist

When asked whether five specific activities were part of

the participantb role as a psychologist, (0.6) 89% said vthat-referral

to community agencies" was part of their role, 68% indicated

the same for "pre school services", 40% for "early intervention

(infant)", 35% for "voCational'Or career planning", and 28%
<

for "college preparation and/or counseling". (See Table 1)
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ble Percentage Distribution of School Psychologists'ResPonses to
Pre-est Q.6: "Has your role included the following?"

Des Not Not Part Is Part
Apply of Role of Role N*Roles

Early. Intervention
(Infant)

Pre-SchOol Services

Referral to CoMmunity
/Wencies v.

College Preparation-
and/or Counseling

Vocational or Career-
411anning

34 26 40

11 21 . 68

10 89

49 28

15 50 35

(254)

(255)

(256)

(253)

(253)

*Ns include,"contral groups", who are excluded from pre-post comparison
tables. o
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If thetacti4ty was not'part, f their role, they indicated-
, f

either that it "does nc2teapply to students (they) have worked

with" or that it "doestapply to (their) students, but is not

part of (their) role". Thirty-four percent said that early

intervention did not apply; 23% said the Same for college

preparation; 15% for vocational or career planning; 11% for

Ilipre-school services; a d 1% said that referral to community

agencies did'not apply the students they have worked with.

5. Percentage of Time pent in Specific Activities

As an additional background question, we asked participants

the approximate percentage.of their schoo17related time spent

with all children on specific activities, and the percentage of

time they Would prefer to spend on those same activities. Many

participants epparently were confused by this question,

particularly the request to allocate percentages of time;

therefore, we analyzed it simply according to whether they
1

indicated that they dideor preferred to do;the activity at all.

We ound that more participants indicated that they would

preffer to spend time at four activities than actually did

spend time at them. Those categories were': Group Counseling,

_

Family
1

Counseling, Primary Preventive ConsultAtion, and

Individual Counseling. In every other category, more persons

indicated that they would prefer not to spend time than

actually do.

B. Comparison of Competencies in Working with Visually

Handicapped, Other Handicapped and ,Non-Handicapped Students

Participants were asked how adequatelY they felt they

could handle a number of-situations for three types of



children: those who are visually handicapped (VH), other

handicapped (OH) or non handicapped (NH).(Q,2a-d) The results show

a clear difference in self-ratings for working with the

three groups on each item on the pre-test; however, the

difference between the OH and the NH groups was not as

marked as it was when each of those were compared with the

VH.

Nearly all (98-99%) rated themselves as "very" or "quite"

adequate at handling all situations for NH students. For

the other handicapped, 95-98% rated themselves as "very, or

quite adequate". However, for the visually handicapped

group, as few as 28% rated themselves adequate in one of the

situations. Of"the four situations covered, participants

felt most comfortable "carrying on informal communication"

with the:visually handicapped child (92%); next in positive

self-ratings was "communicating their assessment and coneult-

ing with teachers and school personnel" (59%), followed

closely by "providing feedback to the child's parents" (55%).

Participants felt least comfortable making an "overall assess-

ment of the child, using both formal and informal assessment

techniques" (28%).

On the Post-teet, there was a dramatic increase in se]_E-

ratings of adequacy in working with VH children, and a-

slight increase for the other handicapped and even for the

non-handicapped children. Of course, participants felt so

confident at the start in handling the latter two groups

that it would be hard to tap whether a-lot of improvement

occurred for them. For item 28 (making an overall assess-

ment of the child) there was an increase of 65% for VH



children. Theerelative order GE the categories in terms

of competence remained thp samelfrom the pre-test to the

post-test. FO,, the "control group" who took the post-test

before the wOrkshop had ,occurred,there was a slight but

consistent negative change in feelings of adequacy for all

three groups of students. We, therefore, conclude that

the increased feelings of adequacy came about as a dirept

result of the workshop. (See Table 2)

We also examined participants' reported levels of

familiarity with various resources in working-with,children

who are handicapped, (e.g. use of national and locAagen-

cies(Q.5)) and compared answers for the visually handicapped

with other handicapped children. For every item on the

pre-test, participants who were familiar with these resources

for other handicapped children far outnumbered those whd

were familiar with them for the VH children.(See Table 3) For example,

75% were.familiar"with vocational or career possibilities

for othei handicapped children, but only ,10% were familiar

with resources in the same area for the vim/Pally handicpped.

On the post-test, participants' familiarity wkth these

resources for the VH increased dramatically, and also in-

creased slightly for the other handicapped. Note, however, ,

that even with the great increase,for the VH, the percentage

-rating'themselves familiar with thoSe resources was still

not as high as for the other haridicapfed (except in the area

of use of national resources).

C. Extent oi Knowledge

, Participantp were asked about the extent of their know-.

'ledge in several different areas, such as "coping strategies

/lc
,

r.
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Table 2 Changes between Pre-test and Post-test-in iercentages of School
« Psychologists who responded positively to Q.2: "How adequately

do you feel you can handle each of the following situations" for
Visually Handicapped Children compared with Other Handicapped
and Non-Handicapped Childrenq

A

Type of Task and
Handicapped Status Pre-test Pbst-test
of Children , $71587711377e % Positive ChaAge

.,
F

a. Informal Communication'
Visually Handicapped . 92 99 +7.

Other Handicapped 98 100 +2
Non-Handicapped 99 100 +1

b. Overall Asiessment
Visually Handicapped 28 93 +65
Other Handicapped 95 99 +4

Non-Handicapped 98,
Ir'

+1

c. Feedback to Parents ,

Alk Visually Handicapped 55 95 +40
II Other Handicapped 96 98 +2

Non-Handicapped 99 99 0
,

d. Community Assessment ,

Visually Handicapped .59, 96 +37
Other Handicapped 96 100 +4

Non-Handicapped 99 100 +1

1

Noie: Base Ns vary between 188 and 206, since individuals may have
omitted an item.



Changes between Pre-test and Post-test in Percentages of School Psychologist*s respond-
ing positively to Q.5: "How familiar are you with the folloWing resources?"

A. Role of resource

Visually Handicapped
Handicap status

Handicapped

Change

Other
Pre-test
% Positive

Post-test
% Positive Change

Pre-test Post-test
% Positive % Positive

personnel 51 88 +37 94' 95 +1

A. Use of National
Agencies 15 80- +65 68 76

Use of local
agencies 38 78 +40- 88 90

D. Non-Apecialized
Community Resources 20 58 +30 73 76

E. Vocational or Career
Pobsibilities 10 46 +36 75 77

F. College-Bound
Programs 34 +28 5a 58 0

Note: Base Ns vary between 198 andc203 since individuals may have omitted an item.
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avsilable to the child, parents and teachers to compensate

for vision loss" and the "implications of different types of

vision loss for planning a child's education program".

There was a large increase in every area as measured by the

post-test. In one area, as many as 47% rated their extent

of kn owledge "very low" .on the pre-test item: "Differences

related to age of onset ineffects of vision loss on cognitive

and psycho-social developmentll while .on the post-test there ,

were orc%ly 2%, in the category "very low". The category most

often checked on the post-test, for every area, was "fairiy
41

high". Although there was a large increase in assessment of

knowledge for everli item, there was still a significant

number of persons who, even after the workshop, indicated

that their knowledge was "fairly low". However, in most

cases, these were persons who had previously indicated "very

low", and, therefore, this was certisinly an improvement for

them. On all items, the percentage of persons in the "very

low" and "fairly.low" categories combined was at least 12% on

.theRost-test. The categories for which trainees showed the

most knowledge on the post-test were'those involving teachers.

(,D.3G & 3H) High levels were,reported'by 87% and 85% ,

respectively. The category which showed the least ippi6vement

was "how to deal with the potential problem of visually handi-,

capped child's experiential deprivation," to which 36% still ,

.

resporided negatiyOly on the post-test. (See Table 4 f9r item 3G)

In several areas of knowledge, there was a significant

increase in the size of positive change ratings over the three

ITars of the workshops. The percentage of persons who in-
.,

65
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le 74

EXtent of
Knowledge

airly High

High

(Base N)

66

Changes betWeen Pre-test and Post-test in Percentage distribution of School Psych-'
ologistsg Responses to Q.3: "How would you assess the extent of your knowledge
about (item G)-Teachers' Reactions to a child's visual handica0"; Years 1 - 3
combined and By. Year (with Year 1 "Control")

Years
1 -'3 combined

Pre Post Change
%

16 -16

51 12 -39

29 64 +35

4 23 4.19

(202)

1

(43)

By year
Year 1

Experimental Control
Pre Post Ch. Pre-1, Pre.'..2 Ch.

A, % %"
)

16 0 -16 24 24

49 12 -37 35 41 +10

.'28 70 +42 39 29 -10

7 19 +12 2

(51)

17,

50 14 -36

28 64 +36

22 +18

(88)

Year 2
Pre Post Ch.

%

-16

* less than .5%

4,

a.

Year 3
Pre Post Ch.'

%

16"

52

30

67

t18

10 *42

62 +32

3.28 +25

(71) :



dicated their knowledge was "Very high"'increased noticeably

from year 1 to year 2 and from year 2 to year 3 in the follpw-

ing categorieS: eactions to acchild s isual handicap on

the part of teache and "How to counsel parents siblings

or peers, and teachers about their reactions tp a child's

visual handicap".
J
This pattern Suggests that the workshops improved over

time as a result of incorporating suggestiOns from earlier

wOrkshops into planning for later ones.

D. ,,Formal and Informal Assessment

articipants also showed enormous increases in their

self-asessment of ability in doing formal and.informal
S,

assessments for visually handicapped children.

Participants revealed low, confidence in these areas on

the pre:test; but after the.yorkshops large positive

aifferences emerged in self-assessments. ,(qe Table 5)

Thp item showing the least improvement was clearly the

ability tO "predict iuture potential for a child with a

visualhandiccap" even after the workshop, 48% of the

participants reported themselves to be "Very low" or "fairly

low" in this area. The other two areas which showed a large

number of people in the negative category was "planning

coltipensatoy measuree (40%) ,lamd !sevAATIat4en the ,role q a
t

visual deficit in current level of function" (24%).

As with the previous question several areas stood out

as showing significantly greater improvement in the later

workshops than in the earlier ones. Those areas were:

68
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Table 5 Changes between Pre-test and Post-test in Percentage distribution of School Psych_
ologisesItesponse to Q.4: "How would you rate your ability tot do the following...
(item C)-locate instruments developed for use with visually handicapped children?"
Years 1-3 combined and by year (with Year 1 "ContTol").

By Year,
Year

Experimehtal Control
PoSt Ch, Yre-1 Pre4.2 ch.

% 4 .1. % % %

'Year,3.
Pre Post Ch..

:$ :

Very Low 25 1 -24 25 2 -23

Very High 32 +26 11 23 +12

26 l. -25

45 3 -42

23 63 'A-40

3,3 +28

28 "59' +31

35 +33

69 70



1,)

"selec#ing standard assessment instruments for use with

visually handicapped children with different types of

vision loss"-; 7daptingtandard assessment instruments_.

for use with-visuallS, handicapped children with different

types of vision loss"; '11ocating instruments developed

foruse with visually.handicapped,children" an "determin-
,

ing whether or not to use' a particAr initruitnt developr

ed'for use with visuarly handicapped children'.

F. Follow Up Activities 1

After the first year of workshops was completed, we

rd)alized it woUld be interesting to learn if participants

had done any in-service training or other presentations

after the workshop was over. We, therefore, added a

question to this effect on the post-test. Forty-three

percent of the persons in the second.year, and 33% of

persons in the third year had done an in-service training

between the time the workshop, had finished and they filled

out the post-test (4-8 weeks); 45% pf the persons in

year 2, and 36% of the persons 'in year 3 had made a pre-,

sentation other than an in.7-service training,

-
Considering.these two,types offollow-up actiyitiesjointiv

we found,!that-311 of second'year tkainees had done bcithand

16% of third year trainees had done both. It is not clear

at this point why the frequency of follow-up activities was

lower after the third year workshops, especially in view of

the seeming improvement in positive effects ,of later work-

shops on self-confidence. It is possible that the inter-



vening periods for responding to post-tests was a little

shorter in the final year, but further analysis might

reveal another explanation.
?

Summary and Conclusion

In summary, the results of standardized questionnaires

given by mail several weeks before and again several weeks

(.after,,workshops to train spOol psychologists for working

with visually handicapPed oi-blind ch1ldFen.proM4ded,evirce

thlit the workshops were effective. First, the,data showed

that_respondents felt a lack alrl'ime 1 in their knowledge and

ability to work, with visually handicapped children, as com-

parec with other handicapped children (and especially as com-

pared4with nonhandicapped children). At Timesa, there were,

in's:general large increases`in positive se1f-ratings on the

samt, measur concerning work with visually handicapped ,

chiLdren. Furthermore, the,majority of those queried after'

Ydars 2 .and 3 had carried gilt some type of presentation based

on the materials they learned in their workshop.
, -

There was also some evidence that the later workshopS
,

were more effective than earlier ones, indicating the impact

of inCorporating informal ievaluAtion feedback during the dourse

of the project.
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Room 151, Education Building
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WORKSH9P LEADER
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A. The SChool Psychologist .

. and the.schOol comMunity
and the handicapped Child
and the visually' handicapped child

13 WEST 10TH STREET, NEW YORK, N Y 10011/TEL' (212)452020011/CASE ADDRESS'FOUNDATION, NEW YORK

AN EOUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

63
73

8:30 - 9:00 a.m.

9:00 - 9:15 a.m.

9:15 - 9:45 a.m.

FIELD OFFICES
1880 I. Shoat, N W Washington, DC 20036
10012eachtros Shoat, Atlanta, DeOrgia 30303
780 Maisel Striel _San Francisco California 64102
1860 Lincoln Strait, Denver, Colorado 60203
500 North Michigan Ammus, Chicago, Illinois 601111



B. Functional.practices of the school psychologist-and

, . the diagndstrole
. the prescriptive role

. . , the consultative role
. - the scientific role

C. The age of 94-142 and advocacy

'Break Books and:readings 10:30-11:00a.m.

:.SessiOn II VisUal Elsorders A400

A4), Eye conditions and diagnoses

iL Visual acuity and efficienc/,
if

Simulation Experience
, Lenses and Aids

C. Neurology ..nd multihandicaps

Films: "Not Without Sight"
'What Do You Do When You Meet a Blind Person?"

Lunch

SetsiOn ITI Educational Impact of Visual Disorders

A. Misaelly Impexed Chlldren in the Schools

Historica Overview
,Options , 7

' PNNwOiAlike"

B.% Support for.Learning

. Videotape: Susan Jay Spungin, Ed.D.
Service Provisions Ii9d Agencies

Break Kit review

Session IV Developmental Overview

A. Developmental issues,

. . . and total blindness

. . . and partial vision

B.-Specialized Needs

64

t1

Illu414.-....Wassurotamairdar

-44

3:30 - 4:00 p.m.

4:00 - 5:30 p.m.



Page 3 AGENDA
ir

Thursday, May 13, 1982

SESSION V THE DIAGNOSTIC PROCESS

A. Basic.Evaluation Issues .

B. Test Batteries . . . .

Familiar assessment tools
Specially.designed tools

. . . . Individualized selection and profiles

9:00 - 10:30 a.m.

Break Assessment materials 10:30 11:00 a.m.

11:00
- SESSION VI CASE PRESENTATIONS

A. Use of familiar instruments
Videotapes: "David"

"Carrie"
"Darlene"

Dis4ssion

Lunch 1:00 - 2:00

SESSION VII SPECIALIZED TESTING 2:00 - 3:30 p.m.

1:00 p.m.

A. The multihandicapped

Videotape "John"
"Richard"

B. Affective concerns
Personality tests
Perception and personality

Break Assessment materials

SESSION.VIII FINDINGS AND RECOMENDATIONS

A. Constructing a battery around problems

Small4roup exercise'
Discussion

B. Meeting with the team

IEP implications
Implementing findings

3:30 7 4:00 p.m.,

4:00 - 5:30 p.m.

C. Meaningful:recommendations for ,the visually handicapped

65 4



Page 4 AGENDA

Friday, May 14, 1982
,

SESSION IX COUNSELING AND ADVOCATING
S.

A. Family issues

S. Pre-school issues

C. Schbol-related counseling

D. Affective needs

E. Pre-vocational and vocational counseling

F. Life-planning issues

Break Relaxations

9:60 - 10:15 a.m.

10:15 - 10:30 a.m.

SESSION X THE MULTIHANDICAPPED 10:30 -, 11:30 a.m.

A. Mental retardation and visual' disorders

B. Deaf-blindness

C. Neurologibal disorders - Cerebral Palsy,.
Learning disabilities 'c

D. Emotional disturbance and the visuaily impaired'

'SESSION XI REVIEW

Discusiion''

Lunch.

SESSION XII. OTHER NEEDS AND RESOURCES,

A. ,Total Educatioh Vile Bridge between
Academia and Reality

Edwaid 'Itch

B. The American Foundation for the Blind
Zofja $.-Jastrzembska

66

11:30'-12130 P

12:30 - 1:15 p.m.

1:15 - 2:30 p.m.

.1e41%.



APPENDIX II

AMERICAN FOUNDATION FOR THE BLIND. INC.

v.

REGIONAL WORKSHOPS FOR SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGISTS ON THE ASSESSMENT

OF VISUALLY HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

American Room, S.E.

Little America

; Cheyenne, Wyoming

Ap1.1 19 - 21, 1982

Joh L. toloi:4,

shop-4jeader

.il AGENDA

April 19, 1982-Monday -

Registration

Welcome and Introduction
Zofja S. Jastrzembska
Project Coordinator

SES4I0N I. OVERVIEW

A. Workshop Purpose and Scope

0. WI ir 5MEET NEW YORK N Y IO011tTEt. 1212,67o-mmABLE AnoRFSC FOUNMATION NF,A

67
AN EOUAL. ORPORTtiNITY EMPIrlYE;:i

8:30 - 9:00

9:00 - 9:15 a.mr

9:15 - 11:30 a.m.'

loft rtr1ICFS '
lase er 99 Wasetnotne D C ;nom
flfl Pelf rttree Strelet Atlanta Georg.* 30303

'An Wilma, Street Sem F rammer, Celotoreta 91102
'VW t orvoin Slum, DaftV., COIMII40 90203

Nnott, morrtsgen evertor, Crte,ag9 litseme OW

t
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p

B. Societal Reactions, an Historical Overview
Film: "What Do You Do When You See a Blind Person"?

C. Effect of Handicap upon Significant Others
(parents,' sibs)

Break Books and Readings

SESSION II VISUAL HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS

A. Reception vs. Perception
B. Age of Onset, Visual Memory
C. Etiology and its Effects

Film: "Not Without Sight"
D. 'Simulation E2perience

1

'Lunch

SESSION III DEVELOPMENTAL VARIATIONS

A. Normal Growth and Development
B. Development of Body Image/Self-concept

Break Teaching Aids and Publications

SESSION IV THE SCHOOLS AND PL 94-142

A. Film: "No Two A3fike"
a*: V440.stape: Susah Jay Spungin, Ed.D.

Special fdUCifideando'the Visually Handicappedy,

10:30 - 11:00 a.m.,.

11:00 - 1:00 p.m.

1:00 - 2:00 p.m.

2:00 - 3:30 p.m.

3:30 - 4:00 p.m.

April 20, 1982 - Tuesday

SESSION V 'BASIC EVALUATION 9:00 - 11:00 a.m.

A. Small Group Exercises
B. Dieadvantages of Standard Instruments

with the Visually Handicapped/Advantages
of Visually Han4icapped Assessment Procedures
with the non=villually Handicapped

C. Non-:cognitive intei.fering factors
D. Breaking Standardization
E. The Problem of, Reception/Perception/Expression;

Case Studies: "JOhn" and "Greg"
F. Observatibn Considerations

Break Assessment Instruments

68

11:00 - 1l:0 a.m.
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SESSION VI USING STANDARD INSTRUMENTS 11:30 - 1:00 p.m.

A. Adaptations and Modifications
B. Video Tape Demonstration - David,

Carrie, Darlene

' Lunch 1:00 - 2:00 p.m.

SESSION VII ASSESSING i'HE MULTIHANDICAPPED 2:00 - 3:30 p.m.

A. Video Tape Demonstration - John,
Richard #

B. Sample Case Report

Break Assessment-Instruments
#

SESSION VII ASSESSING THE MULTIHANDICAPPED (cont.) 4:00 - 530 p.m.

3:30 - 4:00 p.m.

C. Demonstration of Instruments developed
for the Visually Handicapped

D. Sample Report

A ril 21, 1982 - We.besda

i0i

SESSION Inix ASSESS NT REVIEW

A. 'Small Group ExerCise

'9:00' - 10:00 a.m.

ESSION IX CONSULTATIONS WITH PARENTS/SERVICE PROVIDERS 10:00-11:00 am
-

A. Parents: Dissatisfied, not Difficult
B. Valid and Invalid Expectations

SESSION X THE NEED FOR A TOTAL ASSESSMENT

Lunch

SESSION XI THE SCHOOL SYSTEM AND BEYOND

I. Needs of the Visually Impaired
Student Before Reaching Adult Life

H. Smith Shumway

B. Resources 'at AFB

Zofia S. JaAtr7Pmhqka

ADJOURNMENT

69

79

11:00 - 12:00 N

12:00 - 1:00 p.m.

1:00 - 2:30 p.m;

2 :30 p.m.

4



APPENDIX III

'MATERIALS: PARTICIPANTS' KITS

1 ) Living with Blindneks Irving R. Dickman, 1972 A
Public Affairs PampHlet

2 ) What Can We Do About Limited Vision living R. Dic an
4 1973 A Public Affairs Pamphlet

3 ) How Does a Blind Person Get Around? 1973,, American
Poundation for the Blind

-4 4 ) Resources for the Visually Handicapped Prepared
for School Psychologists Joan B. Chase,
(includes bibliography)

4 5 ) AFB Catalog of Publications 1980-81 American
Foundation for the Blind

6 ) This,is AFB American Foundation for the Blind
pamphlet

4 7 ) "An Analysis of Attitudes - Dynamics and Effects"
Beatrice A. Wright, New Outlook for the Blind,
March 1974 pp. 108-118

4 8 ) "Social and Psychological Aspects of Blindness:*
Sampling of the Literature" Zofja JAstizembska
search Bulletin 25 'Ameridan FoUndation for the

B ind January 1973 pp. 169- 173,

9 ) Handbook for Teachers of,the Visually Handicapped
G.D. Napier, D.L. Kappan, D.W. Tuttle, W.L.
Schrotbeiger and A.t. Dennison, 1981 Ameridin
Printing House for the Blind

.10) Eye Report for Children with Visual Problems
form providediby National Society for the Pre-

. ventioe.pf Blindness

Ill) "Development of Efficiencx0:1n,Visual Functioning:
Rationale for a Comprehens1ve Program" Natalie
Bairaga and Maicia,E. Collins Journal of VAsual
Impaiiinent and Blindness, Volume 73, #4-April 1979

12), "The Child with Low Vision" Eleanor E.Fay, from
Individualized Program Planning for the insually
Impaired and Multi-Handicapped Jeffrey Grotsky
et aI, 1977 Potential PUblishing Company pp. 1..22

4 included in Workshop Model kit

70



IA) "Psychological Implications of yisual and Related
Impairments" Joan B. Chase, _from Individ-
ualized Program Planning for the Visually
Im aired and Mu1ti-Handicapped. Jeffrey Grotsky
et a , 1917 Potent a Pu s ing Company pp. 91-104

14) The Visually Impaireechild: Growth, Learning
Development, Infancy to School Asie Carol Halfiday
1971, American Printing House for the Blind

415) Concept' Development for Vispally Handicapped
Children William T.Lydon and M. Loretta McGraw
1973, American Foundation for the Blind. Reprints of

d, pp, 1-14, 62-8 '

416) "Cognitive DeveloOment, AssesSMent and the I.E.P".
David H. Warren, DVE Newsletter Summer 1978

.

1.7) When You Have a Visually Handicapped Child in Your
Classroomt Suggestions fok Teachers Anne
Lesley 'Corn. and Iris Martinez, 1977 American
FoundatiOn for the Blind pamphlet

18) ,Sources of Materials for the Partially Sighted
Instructional Materials ReferenCe Center for
Visually Handicapped Children American Printing
House for the Blind

19) Mental Tests and Measurements American Printing
House for the Blind c

20) Distribution of Quota Registrations by School
Grades and Reading Media American Printing House

' For theBlind
,

21) Catalog of EducatiOnal and Pther Aids American
Printing House for the Blind

22) Braille Alphabet and Numbers American Foundation
for the Blind

23) Precollege PrograMs for Blind and Visually Handi-
capped Students Susan ZaT,Spangin
Editor:197-5 American Foundation for"the BlInd

4'24) "PsychosOcial Evaluation" Saul'Freedman
Reprinted from PreOollege Programs for Blind
alica-sedStuoldVisuallHarients Susan Jay

B131-1-hair,--Wii:E41--1-977.3-7A.40a1-da Foundation for
the-Blind pp. 10-14 1

71



25) Public
1975

\6)Sample Case Reports for Small Group Activities:-
Carol, Ted, Bob and Alice by,Joan B. Chase

Law, 94-142 '94th Congress S6, November 29,

4 27) "Xntrooduction.to Assessment,and the Blind" Michael
E. Monbeck and Mary Ellen Mulholland New Outlook
sfor the Blind October 1875, PP.337-9-

4 28) "AnsOering the Questions of the Psychologist Assess-
:ing the,Visually Handicapped Chjad" JChn"L. Morse
New Outlook for,-.ther Blind October 1975, PP. 350-3

"Guided Vocational Choice" Mary K. Bauman_ New
-,;01.M:1ook for the Blind October 1975 pp. 354-360

4.30) "Measures of Psychological, Vocationpl and Educ
tional Functioning in the Blind and-Visually,
Handicapped: Introductory Remarks" Geraldine
Scholl and Ronald Schnur New Outlook for the Blind
October 1875, PP. 3657370

q31) " Psychological Tests'Used-with Blind and Visually
Handicapped Persons" Mary K. Bauman and' C.A.. Kropf
School-Psychology Dtgest 1979 (I)

4 '32)- "Fifty Assessment Instruments CbmMonly Used with
. Blind and Part_41y Seeing Individuals" Rose-Marie
Swallow Journal of Visual Impairment and Blindness
February 1981

'4 33) "Evaluation of Severely ViStally Impaired Children" ,

Joan B. Chase, 1971 unpublished paper

34) Assessment for ally Handic.ipped Children and
Youth ,Rose- rie Swallow (with S.J. Spungin.and

'CliaseL -APB lPracttce Ileport4.1.937
4.

4 35)' "Developmental Assessment of Handicapped Infants,
ArNand Young Children: with Special Attention-to
.NT-the ViSually Impaired" Joan B. Chase New Outlook

for the Blind October 1975 pp. 341-349

36) "Psychoeducationalqissessment of the Multiply Handi-
capped Blind Child: Issues and Methods" M. Beth
Langley Education of the Visually Handicapped
Winter,1978-9, pp. 97-115



37) "Assessment and Programming for Blind Children
with Severely Handicapped COnditions" Rebecca
DuBose et al Journal of Visual Impairment and
Blindness February 1971Ipp.49-53

438) "Temperament and the Rubella Child" Stella Chess
and Pauline Fernandez - Reprinted from The Effects
of Blindness and Other Impairments on Early Develop-
ment Z.-S. Jastrzembska, Editor, 1976 Paericah
Foundation for the Blind pp. '186-199

4 39) ' "Subtests of Evaluative Instruments Applicab
for Use with Viivally Handicapped Children" S.
Bullard and Natalie Barraga, 1971, Instructiona
Materials.Center, Springfield, IL Originally
publishe n Education of the ,Visually Handicapped

A.npuing of Measures for Assessment of 'the
Visually Handicapped Child Prepared by Joan .

Chase 4-

Case Reports on Children Presented on Videotape

PdyChological Evaluation "Carrie"
. , .

, 42) Psychological Evaluation "Darlene,"

431- Tsychological Evaluation "John"

'44) Data Sheet "Richard"

*SYEye Re-Port "David"

4 46) "The Development and Evaluation of a Tactile Analog
to the,Boehm,Test of Basic Concepts, Form A"
kilda Caton Journal of Visual Impairment and.

kBlindness , November 1977, pp.382-6
1%

441) ",The Blind,Lear:ning Aptitude Test" T. Ernest
Newland Journal Of Visual Impairment and Blindness
April 1979 pp. 134-9

448), 'Differences Between Blind and Sighted Children
on.WISC Verbal Subtests" B.W.G.M. Smits and M.J.C.
Mommers New Outlook for the Blind June 1976
PP. 24010t-

49) Four-year Psychological Examination - Manual for
the Grahaw,Ernhart Block Sort Test

-7



50) "-A Verbal Adaptation of the') Dr'aw-A-Person Technique
for Use with Blind Subjects" J.B. Chase and I,N.
Rapaprt1 'International Journal for the Education
of the Blind December 1968 pp. 113-5

51) Maxfield-Buchholz Scale of Social Maturity for
Use with Preschool Blind Children Record Blank
American Foundation for the Blind

Perkins-Binet Tests of Intelligence for the Blind
Form N: For Subjects, with Non-usable Vision
Perkins School for the Blind-Howe Press

53) Perkins-Binet Tests of Intelligence for the Blinsd -
Form U: .For subjects with Usable Vision Perkins
School, for the Blind.,Howe Press

4 54) "Assessing the Visually Impaired Child: A School
Psychology View" J.L.'Genshaft, N.L. Dare, P.L.
O'Malley Journal of Visual Impairment and Blindness
November 1980 pp. 344-50

Handouts prepared by Joan B. Chase

455) Interpretation of WISC and WAIS Subtests

456) Continuum of Neurological Impairments - from
Denhoff and Robinault 1960

457) Issues Around Assessment ,pf Handicapped Children

Handouts-prepared by ,John L. Morse

458) Observations. of Behavior

4 59) Disadvantages of Standard Instruments with the
Visually Handicapped - Advantages of Visually
Handicapped Oriented Assessment Procedures for
Non-visually Handicapped Children

460) Summary of the Thirteen Principles from 'Krumboltz
- and Krumboltz

,
0

161) Parent Expectations of Service Providers



462) Service Provider Expectations of Pareqs

463) "Counseling Familiet of Severely Visually Handicapped
Children" Helen E. Froyd New Outlopir, for the Blind
June 1973 pp. 251-7

464) "The Implications of Career Education for Visually,
Handicapped Students George E: Klinkhamer New-
Outlook for the Blind, May 1973 pp. 207-9, 215

4

41,"
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MATERIALS: EXHIBIT
/4Iierature:

1 ), ADAPTED CAREER EDUCATIONAL UNITS, Grades K-6,
for-use with Blind and Visually. Handicapped
Studept--1975 American Foundation for the Blind

2 ) THE BLINel'IN SCHOOL AND SOCIETY - a psychological
study. Thomas D. Cutsforth, 1951 Americ
Foundation for the Blind

,11

BLINDNESS AND EARY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT David
H. Warren, 1977, American Fbundation for the
Blind

4 ) BODY IMAGE 'OF BLIND CHILDREN Bryant J. Cratty
and Theressa A. Sams, 1968 American Foundation
for the Blind

5 ) 'COMMUNICATIVE AND COGNITIVE ABILITIES - Early
Behavioral Assessment, Edited by Fred D. Minifie
and Lyle L. Lloyd, 1978 University Park Press,
Baltimore, MD

6 ) COMPETENCY BASED CURRICULUM FOR TEACHERS OF THE
VISUALLY HANDICAPPED: A National Study Susan,
Jay Spungin, 1977 American Foundation for the
Blind_

4.

7 ) CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT FOR VISUALLY HANDICAPPED
CHILDREN William T. Lydon, M. Loretta McGraw,
1973 American Foundation for the Blind,'

.8 ) THE DEMOGRAPHY OF BLINDNESS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
--Hyman GOI-dstinI IMAmerican Foundation for .

the Blind

9 ) DIRECTORY OF AGENCIES SERViNG THE,VISUALLY
HANDICAPPED IN THE U.S. 21st Edition, 1981
American Foundation for the tlind

) 10) EDUCATION OF THE VISUALLY HANDICAPPED Volume VII
#3, October 1975 Association for Education of
the Visually Handicapped

11) THE EFFECTS OF BLINDNESS AND OTHER IMPAIRMENTS
ON EARLY DEVELOPMENT Zofja S. Jastrzembska,
Editor,1976 American Foundation for the Blind

12) ESTIMATED STATISTICS ON BLINDNESS AND VISION PROBLMES
1966 National Society for the Prevention of
Blindness

-76

86



13) FUTURE ROLE OF RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS FOR THE
BLIND Susan Jay Spungin, Editor,1979
American Foundation for the Blind

14) GUIDELINES AND MANUAL OF TESTS FOR EDUCATORS
INTERESTED IN THE ASSESSMENT OF HANDICAPPED
CHILDREN Gary Dean Yarnall and Glenn R.
Carlton; 1979 International Research,Institute

15) .GilIDELINES FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL PROGRAMS SERVING
VISUALLY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN Sue-kr1 Jay
Spungin, Editor; 1978 American FoUhdation for
the Blind

16) GUIDE.TO FILMS ABOUT BLINDNESS Joel $altzman,
Editor, 1978 American Folindation for,the Blind

4r.

17) HANDBOOK FOWTEACHERS OF THE VISUALLY HANDICAPPED
Napier, Kappan, Tuttle, Schrotberger and ,Dennison, 1974
American Printing House for the Blind

18) INCREASED VISUAL BEHAVIOR IN LOW VISION CHILDREN
Nataliie Barraga, 1964 Research Series #13
American Foundation for the Blind

19) INFORMAL ASSESSMENT OF DEVELOPMENTAL SKILLS FOR
VISUALLY HANDICAPPED STUDfNTS Edited by Rose-
Marie Swallow, Sally Mangold, Philip Mangold
1978 American Foundation for the Blind

20). LIVING IslITH IMPAIRED VISION: An fntroduction
.1979 American Foundation for the'Blind

;1) MANUAL FOR A WORK-EXPERIENCE PktOGRAM - Oak Hill
School, 1970, conducte0 by the Connecticut
Institute for the Blind *

22) MEASURES OF PSYCHOLOGICAL, VO6ATIONAL AND EDUCA-
TIONAL FUNCTIONING IN THE BLIND AND VISUALLY
((ANDICAPPED Geraldine Scholl and Ronald Schnur
1976 American Foundation for the Blind

23) MOVEMENTAND SPATIAL AWARENESS IN BLIND CHILnREN '

AND YOUTH ,,Bryant S. Cratty, 1971 Charles C.'
Thomas, 6pringfield, IL

* This program no longer exists. Remaining cbpies
of the Manual may be#obtained from the Workshop
Program Coordinator at the American Foundation
for the Blind

s 77
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24) NEW OUTLOOK FOR THE BLIND, May 1973
Education) American Foundation for

'25) NEW OUTLOOK FOR'THE BLIND, May 1974
Education) American Foundation for

(Career
the Blind

(Sex
the Blind

26) NEW OUTLOOK FOR THE BLIND, October 1975
(Assessment) American Foundation for the Blind

27) PROCUCTS FOR PEOPLE WITH VISION PROBLEMS 26th
Edition 1980-81, American Foundation for the
Blind

28) REFOMMENDED AIDS FOk THE PARTIALLY SIGHTED,
L ise L. Sloan, 1971 National Society for the.,

Preven on of Blindness

29) SENSOR AIDS FOR EMPLOYMENT OF BLIND AND VISUALLY
IMPAI D PERSONS: A Resource Guide, 197.8
Ajneriôan Foundation for the Blind

30) SEX EDUCATION AND FAMILY LIFE FOR VISUALLY
HANDICAPPED CHILDREN AND YOUTH: A Resource
Guide, 1975. American Foundation-for the Blind

S1) SEX EDUCATION FOR TEE VISUALLY HANDICAPPED IN
SCHOOLS AND AGENCIES - Selected papers, 1975 ,

*American Foundation for the Blind

N32), TEACHING AIDS.FOR BLIND AND VISUALLT,LIMITED
CHILDREN. Barbara Dotward and Natalie Barraga
1968 American Foundation for the Blind'

33) A TEACHER'S GUIDE TO LOW VISION AIDS - Low Vision
Clinic, School of Optometry/The Medical Center,
The University of Alabama in Birmingham.

34) VISUAL IMPAIRMENT IN CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS
, James E. Jan, Roger D. Freeman, Eileen F. Scott
1077 Grune and'Stratton

35) VISUAL IMPAIRMENT IN THE SCHOOLS Randall K.
Harley and G. Allen Lawrence,,1977 Charles C.
Thomas, Springfield, IL

36) ,TI.n! VISUALLY HANDICAPPED ILD IN SCHOOL Berthold
Lowenfeld, EQitor, 1973 John Day Company

37) WRITING INDIVIDUALIZED ASSESSMENT REPORTS IN
SPECIAL E UCATION: A Resource Manual, 1978
National A sociation of Statepirectors of
Special E4ication
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Tests

Anxiety 4cale for the Blind AmElrican Foundation for
the Blind

Blind Learning Aptitude Test University of Illinois,
Press
Braverman-CheVigny Auditory Projective Test American
Foundation for the Blind

Haptic Intelligence scale for Adult Blind. Stoetling
Manual for the Stanford Multi Modality Imagery Test
American Foundation for the Blind

Maxfield-Buchholz Social Maturity SCale for Blind
Preschool Children American Foundation for the.

Perkins-Binet Test of Intelligence for the Blind
Howe Press
Piagetian Battery of Reasoning Assessments: Adapted
'for the-Visually Handicapped - Short Form A Project
PAVE University of Texas at Dallas
Roughness Discrimination Test American Printing House
for the Blind

Stanford-Ohwaki-Kohs Block Design Test for the Blind
Western Psychological Services ,

Tactile Analog to the Boehm Test of Basic Concepts
American Printing House for, the Blind
Tactile Block Design Test Y.B. Chase

Vision Tests

Flash-card Vision Test for Children Lighthouse/Low Vision
Clinic, New York Association for the Blind

Near Vision Test Card Lighthouse/Low Vision Clinic
(4New York Associationfor the Blind

Educational Materials

SamPie Tape-of Compressed Speech Prepared by Dr. Einerson
Foulke, University..of Louisville

Theimofort Materials

ap of the Mediterranean
Map of theUnited States
Anatomical Twing
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APPENDIX V

WORKSHOPS FOR pcsom PSYCHOLOGISTS

'CV WORKING WITH VISUALLY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

This questionnaire has two pm:poses:

1') to help identify sperific areas of knowledge where additional( information would
benefit you in assessing and counseling visually handicapped students, and

2 ) to help us make an objective study of the effectiveness of this Workshop in
meeting needs for such information.

The results of this tetndy will'be reported back tO you and Ji1l be used to make
any necessary changes in planning future Workshops aroundthe co try.

'Although short,answer categories are provided for most questions, we welcome
any comments you write in to explain or modify your answer. Use therergins or the
back page; please be sure to indicate the question number your comments refer to.

Please put your name on this top sheet, and then detach it. Ve bave assigned
a code number to each questionnaire. This maintains confidentiality of yOurtmwers,

' but also permits furure contact with you abont this research. Be sure to re the
top sheet along with the auestionnaire. The top sheet will-be kept separate from
the questionnaire during all data processing.

Thank you for your contribution.

*,* * a*--).* 4 * * * *

Name

Questionnaire number

Return to : Zaja S. Jastrzembska.
AmeriCan Foundation for the Blind, Inc.
15 West 16 Street
NewYork,,NY 10011



Number
7

"VtEAStANSWEP,A11-QUESTIOU5, WabLaL.; O P N iii-you HAVE EVER WORKED with visugar---
HANDICAPPED CHILDREN, DRAWING ON YOUR GENERAL KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE.

11 During the =trent school year (answer in Column A) ,and in past years (antwer in
Column B), about how many Children have you worked) with who are . -

a. Visually handicapped?

b.. Physically and/or mentally handicapped.
but who are not visually handicapped? .

Approximate number of students in.
(/ndicate if none)

A

Current Past .

School Year School Years

roa THE FOLLOWING-QUESTIONS, pLEASECIRCLE THE NUMBER THAT COMES CLOSEST TO
DESCRIBING YOURSELF, EVEN IF YOU HAVE NEVER WORKED WITH VISUALLY HANDICAPPED
CHILDREN.

2. How adequately do you feel you can handle each of the following situations . .
,

Please respOnd in terms of thrit types of children - - first, those who ars
visually handicapped (answer in Column A); then those4Oho have other physical
or mental handicaps but not visual (answer in Column 33), thin those who have
no.physical,or mental handicaps (answer in.Column C).

I

A
---

Handicapped

Very or Poorly
quite or not
adequately at all

a. Carrying on t

informal commmmi-
cation with the
child? . 1 2

b. Making an Over-
all assessment of'
the Child, using
both formal and
informal assess-
ment tachniques?. . , 1

c. Providing.feedback
to the child's 'parents? 1

d. Communicating your
assessment and consult-
ing with teachers and
school personnel? . . . 1

2

Other
Handicapped

Very or Poorly
quite or not
adequately at all

1 2

2

2

1

82

C
Not

Handicapped

Very or Poorly
quite or not,

adequately at all

0

1
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How would you assess the

Subject Ar4a

a. The effectS of different
typet of vision loss(e.g
total 4lindness, low
visidn, field defects) on
cognitive,and psychosocial
development'

b. Coping sirategies avail-
able to Child, parents and
teachers, to cotpertsate for
viSion loss ... .

c. Differences'related to
age of onset in effects of
vision loss on gagagalp
and psychosocia1, AlmIr
=ant . . . ....

d. The implications of
.different types of vision
loss for planning a Child's
educational program. . . .

. Haw to deal with the
potential problem of 4a
visually handicapped
child's social isolation?

f. Haw to deal with the
potential problem of a
visually handicapped
child's experiential
deprivation?

g. Reactions to a child's
visual handicap on the
part of:

Parents? . .

Siblings/and/or peers?

TeaCher;?

2

extent of yOur knowledge in each of the following areas? . .

The extent of my knawledge ill,this area is:
Very Fairly. Fairly Very

Low Ea High

1.

1

1

1

2 3

3

2 3

2 3

2 3

4

4

z2 9 2

4



(Questiofi 3 continutd)

Subject Area

h. Sow to counsel each of
the following regarding

The estent-of my knowledge in this are

Very Fairly Fairly V4XY
Dow Low . ask Elva

rea6tions to the child's
visual handicap:

Parents? 1 2 3

Siblings and/or peers? 1 2 3 4

Teat:there?

The child him/hor self? 1 2 3 4 -

4. Next, considering the tasks of formal and informal assessment of visually .handicapped
children, how would you rate your ability"to do each of the following?

S.
r--

My present ability in this area is:

Very Fairly Fairly Very
Low Low High 'Sigh

a. Select standard
assessment instxunents
for Use with visually
handicapped Children
with differentJtypes
of vision losss . . 1 2

b. Adami, sten
Assessment ims- .ts.

fog' use with vitt ly
hendicapped childr
with different
of vision loss

c: Locadlinstrumentss
developed fox use with
visually handicapped
Children

1

d. Determine whether or
not to use a partiCular
instrmment developed for
use with visually handi-
capped children . . . . 1

2

2

93 9 3
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(Question 4 continueeW

Administer formal
tests to children with
various types of vision
Loss .

f. Make an informal
assessment of a child
with a visual handi-
cap

g. Evaluate the role
of visual defiait in
current level of
functioning revealed'
thr6ugh assissment

...procedures

, h. Predict future
potential-for a
child with a visual
handicap

i. Plan compensatory
measures for a child with
a visual handicap .

My Present ability in this area is:

Very Fairly Fairly Very
Law Low- 'Eat

1 2 3
.00

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

2 3

S. How familiar would you say you are with each of the following?

Please respond in terms of two types of ohildren--first, those who are visually
handicapPed (answer in Column A)4 then those who are physically or mentally
handicapped but not visually handicapped (answer in Column 13)

c

a.

A
For Viaually
Handicapped "

.Children

H

For-other
Handicapped

Children
Slightly or

.. not at all
-familiar

Quite
or very

familiar -I'

Slightly or
not at all
faiiliar

Quite
or very

'familiar'
The role of resource personnel
,such as social workers, counselors,

b.

etc. in the development of an'IEP?.

The use of national agencias that

1 2

specialize in services for persons
with thiá disability? . j' ' 1 2 1

The us of local agencies tharspec-
ialize in services'for persons with

d.

this disability?

The use, for children with this
disability, of other, non-specialized

1 2 1 2

cix

community resources? . . . 1 2 1. 2

8 4 94



(Question 5 continuedl

e. Vocational or career
possibilitieS, including
training programs for
Children with this dis-
ability? . . .

f. Collegebonnd prep-
aratory or remedial
programs for childrea
with this,disability? .

A. .

For Visually
Handicapped
Children

Slightly ors Quite
not at all or very
familiar . familiar

1

1 2 , °

For other
Handicapped
Children

Slightly or Quite
not at all or very
familiar. familiar

1. 2

Finally, a few background questions about your work as a school psychologist:

6. Considering all students you have worked with, whether handicapped or non-handicapped,
hAs your role included the following? . . . .

a. Early intervention
(Infant)

b. Pre-school services .

c. Referral to community
agencies?

d. C011ege preparation
and/or counseling? . . .

e. Vocational or career
planning?

Dues not apply -
I:6 students I
have worked with

Applies to . Applies to
students, but students and
not part of my is part of my .
role role

1 2 3

2 3

1 2 3

2 3

1. 3

7. Considering,the past academic yeare please estimate roughly the percentage of your
school related time spent with all Children, whether hendicapped or non-handicapped,
in ihsfollowing activities (answer in Columa A), and the percentage of your time
that you would prefer to spend in eadh oi the'activities (answer in Coltman 8).

(A-4

Percentage of ProfeirsA percentage
time in past year of time

Diagnositic7"
Informal Assessment

85 95



(Question 7 continuedl

Q

A 8
Percentage of Preferred percentage
time in past year of time

Diagnostic ( continued) 4

Standardized formal
'testing

Consultation-

Case7related . . . .

School-wide
. Primary Preventive . .

Tre4tment-

Individual counseling .

Group coudseling . . . .

Family counseling . . . .

Activities related to P1 947
142 (handicapped only)

Formulation of ZEPs .

Case conferences . . .

Reports, minutes, etc. .

All other
(specify 'efly)

Total School-related
- work actitities . . . 100% 100%

41(

8. Including yourself, about how many school psychologists are
there in your local school listrict? No. of Psychologists

About how many students are there in your loca2 school
district? No. of stVents

What is the range of grade levels of students with whom to
you work?, ' lowest highest

, grade grade

9. -What are your main personal objectives for this.Workshop?

96
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THANX YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION

_Please use this space and the other side of the,page to expand on your answe s, if
yOu wish, or to make any cdmments, including cOmments on this questionnaire.

j

-

'8 7

\
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Retest
APPENDIX VI

WORKSHOPS FOR SCHOOL PSYCHOLCCII;TS

ON WOPICING WITH VISUALI,Y.HPFDICAPPED ('HILDREN

Tts questionnaire haS'two purposes;

1 ) to help identify specific areas.of knowledge where additiOnal information would
benefit you in assedsing and counseling visually handicapped students, and

2 1 to help us make an objective study of the effectiveness of this Workshop in
meeting needs for such information.

The results of this study will be reporteeback to y:A.1 and will be used to make
any necessary changes in planning future.Workshops around the country.

Although short answer catagoriei are provided for most questions, we welcome
any comments you write in to 'explain or modify your answer. Use the.margins or the
back page; please be sure to indicate the question number your comments refer to.

Please put your name oh this top sheet, and then detach it. We.have assigned

a code number to.each questionnaire. This maintains confidentiality of your answers,

but also permits furure contact with you about this research. Be sure to return the

top sheet along with the Ouestionnaire. The top sheet will be kapt separate from
the questionnaire during all data processing.

Thank you for your contribution.

* * * * * * * * * * *** * * *'

Name

ft

414estionnaire number

Return to: Zofja S. Jastrzembska
American Foundation for the Blind
15 W 16th Street
New York,' N.Y. 10011
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Number

-PLEASE ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS; WHETHER on NC/ YOn HAVE EVER WORYED WITU VISUALLY
HAND/CAPPED' CHILDREN, DRAWINC ON YOUR GENET:AL KNOWLEDGE AND L.XPERIENCE%,

Durina the current school year (answei in Column A) ,and in past years. (answer in.
Column B), about how many children have you worked with, who are

Approximate number of students in
(Indicate if none)

a. Visually handicapped'

b. Physically and/or mentally handicapped
but who are not visually handicapped? .

A

Current
School Year

Past
School Years

FOR THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS, PLEASE CIRCLE TILE NIMBER THAT,COMES CLOSEST TO
DESCRIBING YOURSELF, EVEN 1.1.Yo6 HAVE NEVER WORKED WITH VISUALLY HANDICAPPED

CHILDREN. 4

2. How adequately do yOu feel you can handle each of the following situatiOns .

Please respond in terms of three types of children,- - first,
visually handicapped (answer in Column A); then those:who have
or mental handicaps but not visual (answer in Column B), than
nol.physical,or mental handidaps (answet in Column C.

A
Vibually

Handicapped'

Very or Poorly
quite or tot
adequately at all

a. Carrying on
informal communi-
cation with the
child? 1 '2

b. Making an over-
all assessment of
the child, using
both formal and
informal assess-
ment techniques? . .

c. Providing feedback
to the".child's parents? 1

d. Communicating your
assessment and consult-,
ing with teachers and
school personnel? . 1

2

2

Other
° Handicapped,

Very or Poorly
quite or not
adequately at all

1

2

1 2

2

89' 99,

those. who are

other physical
those who have

Not
Handicapped

Very or
quite
adequately

Poorly
or not
at all

2

2

1 2



,,
j. How would.yvu assess the extent cf your knowledge in each.cf the tollowing areas?

The extent- or rrit% knowledije in thii areA is

Subject Area Very Fairly Fairly Very

Lovi Low High High

4 a. The effects of different'
types of Vision'loss(e.g
total blindness, low
vision, field defects) on
cognitive and psychosocial
development

b. Coang strateaies avail-
able to child, parents and
teachers to compensate for
vision loss

C. Differences related to
age of onset in effects of

vision loss on gagx411,Le
and revchosociaA *devel-

9121112:1.

d. The implications of
different types of vision
loss for planning a child's
educational rrogram. . . .

e. How to deal with the
'potential problem of a
visually handicapped
child's social isolation?,

f. How"to deal with the
potential,problem of a
visuallY handiCapped
Child's experiential
deprivation?

g. Reactions to a child's
\--visual handicap on the
part of:

Parents'

Siblings/and/or peers?

Teachers?

*St A

' 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

a

1 2 3

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

3

3 4
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(Question 3 continued)

Subject Area

h. H014,1$ to'counsel each of

the followincpregarding
reactions to the child't

The extent c. my knowledge n'this area is:
,- ;

Very Fairly Fairly Very
_

Lcw Low High High

Visual handicap:

Parents' 1 2 3 4

Siblings and/or piers?
.1

2 3 4

Teachers? 1 2 3 4

The Child him/her self? 1 2 3 4

4. Next, considering the tasks of formal and informal assessment of visually handicapped
children, how would you rate your Ability to do each.of the following?

a. Select standard
assessment instruments
for use with visually
handicapped children
with different types
of vision losss . . .

b.,Adapt standard
assessment instruments
for use with visually
handicapped children
with different types
of vision loss , .

c. Locate instruments
developed for use with
visually handicapped
children

d: Determine Whether or
not to use a particular'
instrument developed for
use with visually handi-
capped children . . . .

My present ,tbility in this'area it:

Very Fairly Fairly Very
Low Low High High

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

4

1 2 3 4



(Question A continued)

e. Administer formal t

tests to children with
various types 'of vision

loss .

f. Make an informal
assessment of a child
with a visual handl-

"cap,

g. Evaluate the role
of visual deficit in
current level of
functioning revealed
through assessment'
'procedures
h., Predict future
potential for a
ahild with a visual
handicap

1. Plan compensatory--
measures for a child with
visual handicap

Very
, Low

My present ability in this area is:

Fairly
Low

Fairly
High

Vety
Hiah

2 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 , 2 3 4

2 3 4

5.. How familiar would you say you are with each of the following? . .

Please respond in terms of two types of children--first, those who are visually

handicapped (answer in Column A): then those who are physically,or mentally

handicapped but not visually handicapped (answer in Column.B)

a.

Slightly
not

The role of resource personnel
sudh as social workers, counselors,

A
For Visually
Handicapped
Children

For other

Handicapped
Children

or
at all

familiar

Quite
or very
familiar

Slightly or
not at all
familiar

Quite
or.very
familiar

b.

etc. in the development of an ZEPI. .

The use of national agencies that

1 2 1 2

specialize in services for persons

c.

with this disability?

The use of local agencies that spec-
ialize in sorvice&for persons with

1 ,

2 1 2

d.

this disability'

The use, for children with this , -

disability, of other, non-specialized

1 2 1 2

community resource,' 1 2 1
d

1.02
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(Question 5 ccntinued)

e. Vocational or carper
possibilities, including
training programs for
children with this dis-
ability? . . . .

A
For Visually
Handicapped
Children

Slightly or Quite
not at all or very
familiar familiar

1 2

f. Colleae -bound prep-
aratory or remedial

jprograms for children
with this disability? . 1 2

5

For ,other
Handicapped
Children ,

Slightly or Quite
not cattail': or very
familiar familiar

6., As a result of this workshop have You

A. done any in-service training Yes No

B, made any other presentations Yes No

if yes, please specify:

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION.

Please use -this space and the other side of the page to expand on your answers, if

you, wish, or to make any comments, including comments on this questionnaire.
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